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MESSAGE

Prime Minister of India

Narendra Modi

Prime Minister of India

It is heartening to learn that Border Roads Organisation (BRO) is

publishing a Compendium on Atal Tunnel.

Atal Tunnel is an exceptional infrastructure project that symbolizes the

intent and conviction of the youthful nation. As a top quality

technological feat of the resolute and hardworking personnel of BRO,

every single inch of the Tunnel echoes the Organisation’s motto-

Shramena Sarvam Sadhyam.

An engineering marvel built at a height of 10,000 feet, the Tunnel fulfils

the dreams of Atal Ji. The iconic Tunnel in Rohtang with state-of-the-art

structure and several salient features is ensuring all-weather connectivity

and furthering Ease of Living for local people.

Atal Tunnel has scaled up development processes and given boost to

tourism and other socio-economic activities. It is also a project of great

strategic importance.

The longest highway tunnel in the world at this height is a testimony to

the indomitable spirit and indefatigable efforts of the engineers,

technicians and workers that have been part of its designing and

construction.

I am sure that the Compendium will successfully document the entire

journey of its construction including the challenges faced and the

innovative approach adopted to overcome them. It will serve as a guide

for the experts in the field and as an inspiration for everyone.

Heartiest congratulations and best wishes to all associated with this

project.

I wish the publication of the Compendium all success.

New Delhi (Narendra Modi)

ikS"k 25] 'kd laor~ 1942

January 15, 2021
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I have firm belief that BRO is fully geared up to meet the strategic

requirement of road infrastructure in the border areas despite challenges

of  terrain and weather. Construction of Atal Tunnel, Rohtang (the longest

above 10,000 feet) is one such feat which provides an added strategic

advantage to the Armed Forces and also meets the aspirations of the

people of Himachal Pradesh and Leh for all-weather connectivity.

All=weather connectivity will facilitate socio-economic development

of the region.

This compendium on Atal Tunnel which incorporates all aspects of

planning and construction of the tunnel, would be a historic document

helping future engineers in enhancing their knowledge on tunnel

engineering. I would like to compliment the DGBR and his team for a

well compiled Compendium on Atal Tunnel.

‘Jai Hind’

New Delhi (Rajnath Singh)

11 January, 2021

Rajnath Singh

Raksha Mantri

MESSAGE

Raksha Mantri
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BRO has been making valuable contributions by providing an access

to the remote regions of North and North-East of the country and also

enhancing our ability to safe guard borders. Atal Tunnel, Rohtang is

one such exemplary effort of BRO wherein the strategic needs of the

Nation have been met. This tunnel will also help in the economic

upliftment of the region and help connect communities across the

Rohtang Pass. I am confident that this document will serve all those

who undertake tunnelling projects in future. I take this opportunity to

compliment the organisation for the yeoman service rendered in Nation

building.

New Delhi (Shripad Yesso Naik)

11 January, 2021

Shripad Yesso Naik

Raksha Rajya Mantri

MESSAGE

Raksha Rajya Mantri
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I congrtulate BRO officers and men for having successfully completed

the Atal Tunnel, Rohtag. Himachal Pradesh, a milestone in construction

history of the world. It is a matter of national pride that Atal Tunnel,

Rohtang is world’s longest tunnel above 10,000 Feet.  Build in difficult

operating conditions and fragile geological terrain, the work of BRO is a

commendable achievement.

BRO has over the years grown from a road construction agency to an

infrastructure development organization having expertise in Airfield and

Bridging and now in state of art Tunnelling.  I am sure that BRO will

continue to serve the nation in an exemplary manner in the coming

years as well.

My compliments to Team BRO for making this historical document on

Atal Tunnel, Rohtang.

New Delhi (Ajay Kumar)

11 January, 2021

Dr Ajay Kumar, IAS

Defence Secretary

MESSAGE

Defence Secretary
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Atal Tunnel Rohtang has served the need to provide all-weather

connectivity for the move of Armed Forces and for the people of

Himachal Pradesh for Socio-Economic development of the region. It

has been a challenging task for BRO to execute this work under adverse

weather conditions above an altitude of 10000 feet. The brave men

have overcome multifarious challenges and ensured the completion of

Atal Tunnel. This Compendium gives a detailed account of the planning

and execution, highlighting the variety of challenges encountered and

measures taken to overcome these. It will be a useful document for

those who are pursuing Tunnel Engineering under challenging

conditions. My compliments to the entire team for a well compiled

Compendium on various aspects of Atal Tunnel, Rohtang.

New Delhi (Harpal Singh)

11 January, 2021

Lt Gen Harpal Singh,

PVSM, AVSM, VSM

Engineer-in-Chief

MESSAGE

Engineer-in-Chief
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Atal Tunnel, Rohtang is one of the most exemplary work by BRO towards

Nation building, wherein the strategic needs of the Nation have been

met by overcoming various challenges encountered during the

construction of this engineering marvel. Dedication of the highest and

longest tunnel in the world by the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India was a

historic moment in the history of BRO. I being head of the team would

like to assure the nation that BRO will continue to work relentlessly to

meet the strategic needs of the Nation. Compendium on Atal Tunnel

gives a detailed account of the challenges encountered and the measures

taken to ensure successful completion of this unique feat of engineering.

This Compendium will assist the new generation of Engineers and the

construction agencies involved in the construction of tunnels in India. I

would like to compliment the entire team for compiling the experiences

of all those associated in the planning and construction of Atal Tunnel,

Rohtang in the form of a Compendium. I also thank Hon’ble Prime

Minister, Raksha Mantri, Raksha Rajya Mantri, Defence Secretary and

all other agencies for their unstinted support.

New Delhi (Rajeev Chaudhry)

11 January, 2021

Lt Gen Rajeev Chaudhry, VSM

Director General Border Roads

MESSAGE

Director General Border Roads
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

mRlkgks cyokuk;Z uLR;qRlkgkr~ ija cye~ A

lksRlkgL; p yksds"kq u fdfPpn~fi nqHkZye~AA

“Enthusiasm is might, oh, noble one, there is no superior might than enthusiasm

and to him with willingness there is no impossibility in the world.........even

the slightest”
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Historical Background

Rohtang Pass is a high mountain pass (13,058 ft) on the Eastern Pir Panjal Range of the Himalayas

around 51 km from Manali on the Leh – Manali highway in Himachal Pradesh. The Himalayas run

West-Northwest to East-Southeast. The Himalayan range is bordered on the Northwest by the

Karakoram and the Hindu Kush ranges. To the North, the chain is separated from the Tibetan Plateau

by a 50–60 km wide tectonic valley called the Indus-Tsangpo Suture. Towards the South, the arc of

the Himalaya is ringed by the very low Indo-Gangetic Plain.

The Himalayas in the Northern Sector

Pir Panjal Range is a group of mountains in the Lesser Himalayan region which extends from PoK to

J & K and Himachal Pradesh. The important passes that are situated on this range are Haji Pir Pass in

PoK, Pir Panjal and Banihal Passes in J & K and Rohtang Pass in Himachal Pradesh.
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Passes on Pir Panjal Range

Rohtang Pass

Rohtang Pass lies on the Himalayan Ranges and connects the Kullu Valley with the Lahaul and Spiti

valley of Himachal Pradesh. The road from Lahaul valley further connects Ladakh.
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Kullu and Lahaul & Spiti Valley Connectivity through Rohtang Pass

Necessity of Tunnel.   The area witnesses heavy snowfall during winter and remains closed for more

than six months every year. Statistics from 1990 till 2011 shows that Rohtang Pass witnesses an

average of 24 feet snowfall (Over 50 Feet in 2011) every year.

Heavy Snowfall on Rohtang Pass

Rohtang Pass

Kullu Valley

Lahaul & Spiti
Valley
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The crossing of the Rohtang Pass on foot and by mules and horses has been a traditional practice

before to the construction of the road network. The pass has a reputation for unpredictable snowstorms

and blizzards leading to a number of casualties, specially in winters. Very often, rescue operations

have to be launched to evacuate stranded tourists and locals.

2014 Avalanche at Marrhi 16 km from Rohtang Pass

A number of people have lost their lives while crossing Rohtang Pass. In 1862, 72 labourers had lost

their lives; 158 labourers from Baltistan lost their lives in 1886 and hundreds of pack and riding

ponies had perished in 1812. Hence the name Rohtang which in Ladakhi language means “Pile of

Corpse”.

Heavy Snowfall prevents Move of Vehicles
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The whiteout conditions are at times so severe that even aircrafts have difficulty in crossing the pass.

On 07 February 1968, an Indian Air Force AN-32 transport aircraft disappeared while flying to Leh

from Chandigarh. After over 50 years, in August 2019, its debris was found at Rohtang Pass.

Joint Team of Indian Army and Air Force Recovering Debris of AN-32

Owing to its high altitude, the Rohtang Pass gets sudden heavy snowfall each year which is risky for

vehicular traffic. The snow clearance operations commence after the blizzard/avalanche/snowfall

has stopped. This operation at times takes hours or many days and for this duration, state administration

has to stop the traffic movement leading to long traffic hold-ups. All these factors necessitated the

construction of a tunnel under Rohtang Pass.

Long Traffic Halts at Rohtang Pass
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Conceptualisation of Tunnel

1860 : Mention.   Moravian Missionary efforts in Himachal Pradesh in the later part of the nineteenth

century were centred in Keylong in the Lahaul district, with their eventual goal being to expand into

Tibet. To keep the route open throughout the year, the first time the Moravian Mission in 1860 had

talked about the possibility of a tunnel through Rohtang Pass to reach Lahaul.

The Moravian Mission in Keylong in 1860s

1942 : River Diversion.  The proposal for the construction of a tunnel across Rohtang Pass was

conceived in 1942 by Dr. JB Auden, Geological Survey of India (GSI) who at that time visited this pass

intending to divert the water of Chandra river to Beas. Rohtang Pass acts as a Watershed Between

Lahaul & Spiti and Kullu valleys with Beas River to its South and Chandra (draining into Chenab)

River in the North.
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Rohtang Pass as a Watershed

Confluence of Chandra and Bhaga Rivers at Tandi
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The proposal for construction of a Highway tunnel across Rohtang Pass to have all-weather

connectivity with Lahaul and Spiti Valley was examined in the office of the Prime Minister in

consultation with the Ministry of Shipping and Transport (now Ministry of Road, Transport & Highways),

Planning Commission and Secretariat Border Roads Development Board in February 1984 and it

was decided that improvement of the road Manali-Sarchu should be included in the BRDB programme.

However, it was decided to improve the existing road to class 9 specifications and adopt snow clearance

measures.

Kye Monastery in Lahaul-Spiti Valley of Himachal Pradesh

The works for  43 Crores were included in the BRDB programme in July 1984 and the studies for

considering the feasibility of construction of a tunnel across the Rohtang Pass started in right earnest.

The pre-feasibility report was prepared by HQ DGBR, Geological Survey of Indi (GSI) and Snow and

Avalanche Study Establishment (SASE) in 1984. This report formed base documents for all further

deliberations, investigations and considerations.

After the submission of prefeasibility report by BRO and the preliminary Geotechnical report by GSI,

a High-Level Steering Committee and a Technical Committee to plan, execute and monitor the

construction of a tunnel at Rohtang and to develop the Leh-Manali road into an all-weather route was

formed by Govt of India, Ministry of Transport (Department of Surface Transport) in November 1984.

A Feasibility Study Group was formulated by Border Road Development Programme (BRDP) in 1987

which was completed by RITES Ltd and submitted its reports in two parts in 1994 and 1996. In

August 1999, KRCL scrutinised the Feasibility Report and submitted its recommendation.
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Tunnel Construction and Approach Road Finalisation

When Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee took over the reigns of the country as the Hon’ble Prime Minister,

locals of Lahaul & Spiti valley suggested his childhood friend Shri Arjun Gopal visit him and talk

about a tunnel under Rohtang Pass. Shri Gopal and two companions, Shri Chhering Dorje and Shri

Abhay Chand, went to Delhi to discuss the proposal with Shri Narendra Modi, who at that time was

in-charge of Himachal Affairs. After a year of discussions, Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee, on 03 June 2000,

during his visit to Keylong, headquarter of Lahaul district, declared that the Rohtang Tunnel will be

constructed.

Prime Minister Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee being Received at Kullu Airport
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Prime Minister Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee being Received at Stingri Helipad

Finally, on 26 May 2002, Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee, as Hon’ble Prime Minister, laid the foundation

stone for the construction of the approach road to South Portal of the proposed Rohtang Tunnel. The

foundation stone was laid at Palchan where the approach road bifurcates left and the existing alignment

for Rohtang Pass turns right.

Prime Minister Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee Laying Foundation Stone at Palchan in May 2002
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Foundation Stone Laid at Palchan, Himachal Pradesh

Raising of Rohtang Project.   Rohtang Project was raised by BRO on 04 March 2010 at Solang Valley

in Manali Sub-Division of Kullu District of Himachal Pradesh, 18 km from Manali town at an altitude

of 8,250 feet. CE Rohtang Project was to ensure the construction of Atal Tunnel and its approaches.

The primary role of BRO Project Rohtang was to ensure the construction of the tunnel and act as a

link between HQ DGBR and various construction/consultancy firms for resolving technical, financial,

contract, and administrative issues.
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Project Rohtang Tunnel

Later the maintenance of 14.84 km long NHDL road, construction of avalanche control structures

and major permanent bridges on the approach road to South Portal was also entrusted to Project

Rohtang.

Double Laning of Approach Road to South Portal under Construction
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Construction of Tunnel

The first blast took place at the Southern end of the tunnel on 29 August 2010. This marked the

commencement of construction of the main tunnel. For the commencement of works on the Northern

end of the tunnel, the first blast took place on 04 October 2010.

First Blast at South Portal of the Tunnel

The most challenging task was to continue the excavation during heavy snowfall in winter. Excavation

for tunnelling was done from both ends. However, as Rohtang Pass closes during winter, the North

Portal was not accessible and the excavation was done only from the South Portal in winters. Only

about one-fourth of the entire tunnel was excavated from the North end and three-fourth was excavated

from the South end. There were more than 46 avalanche sites on both approaches to the tunnel.

North Portal Totally Covered by Snow in Winters Making it Inaccessible
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South Portal Witnesses Sub-Zero Temperatures in Winters

Heavy Flow of Water Gushing into Tunnel from Seri Nala
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After commencement of excavation from South Portal side, Seri Nala Fault Zone was encountered

wherein at a given time, 8000 litres of water gushed into the tunnel along with muck. This retarded

the progress from 120 metres per month to 20 metres per month.

Seri Nala Fault Zone Affected Progress of Work

Seri Nala was a unique challenge and had to be tackled in many ways. A considerable amount of

time and effort had to be put in to overcome it, the main one being partial excavation under a heavy

pipe roof umbrella. On 03 January 2016, after months of concerted efforts, Seri Nala was tackled.

Seri Nala was Successfully Tackled
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Launching of  Bailey Bridges at Deep Invert Locations

Many other challenges to the progress of the tunnel involving difficulties in disposing of more than

800,000 m³ of excavated rock and soil, heavy ingress of water (as much as 3 million litres per day in

June 2012) that required constant dewatering, costlier treatment that slowed the progress of excavation

from 5 metre per day to just half a metre a day and unstable rocks that slowed blasting and digging. A

cloud-burst and flash flood on 8 August 2003 killed 42 labourers who were building the temporary

access road.
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The breakthrough for connectivity between the teams working from the North and the South end was

established on 15 October 2017.

After completion of tunnel it not only saves the time of military movement and supply but, also saves

Crores of rupees of recurring expenses being spent every year for maintenance and clearance of

snow on Rohtang Pass. It also reduces the cost of airlifting operations. Tunnel facilitates all-weather

road routes to the strategically important area of Ladakh and provides all year connectivity to Lahaul,

Spiti & Pangi regions.

Breakthrough- Connectivity between North & South End: 15 October 2017

On 25 December 2019, the birthday of former Prime Minister Atal Bihari Vajpayee, the tunnel was

renamed after him as Atal Tunnel, Rohtang.
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The tunnel was completed by BRO on 31 August 2020 and was dedicated to the nation on

03 October 2020 by Hon’ble Prime Minister of India Shri Narendra Modi.

Hon’ble Prime Minister Inaugurating the Tunnel
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The Marvel. The length of the tunnel is 9.02 Km, which is the world’s longest tunnel above an

altitude of 10,000 feet.  This Tunnel has numerous marvelling and unique aspects such as Longest

High Altitude tunnel, Tectonic Thrust,  High Overburden, Limited Attack Point Options, No Adits and

Shafts,  Varying Geology, Exceptionally Large Cross Sectional Area, Excessive Snowfall, High stresses,

Rock Spalling (Bursting), Varying working Temperatures,  Largest Shear Zone Crossed, Redundancy

of power,   Heavy Duty Ventilation Fans, Electrical systems for High Altitude & Heat Tracing Units.

Marvellous Feat of Engineering
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PLANNING AND CONSTRUCTION

OF TUNNEL

“If you fail to plan, you are planning to fail.”

Benjamin Franklin

Planning for Atal Tunnel

Background. The planning of Project Atal Tunnel, Rohtang was a herculean task as there was

limited background information available on the subject and the project of this magnitude was first of
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its kind in the world. It was undertaken post conduct of a number of studies and DPRs (Detailed

Project Reports). The Government, realising that the Borders Roads Organisation was responsible for

the existing Manali-Leh road and had undertaken many challenging tasks in the past, entrusted the

planning and execution of the Atal Tunnel to BRO.

The start point of the tunnel was planned near Dhundhi Thach in the Himalayan Region in Palchan

Valley. There were two nallas of concern  (Seri and Beas Kund) while undertaking the construction of

the Tunnel.  BRO employed RITES Ltd to prepare the DPR for the construction of the Atal Tunnel.

RITES Ltd prepared a three-phased report. The construction of the project was planned to be completed

in 108 months and the total cost of the project was roughly worked out to  700 Crores. A large

number of additional issues were also studied. Environmental Impact Assessment, Environmental

Management and Important legal issues, policy and institutional framework were important steps to

ensure the minimum impact on environment.

Preliminary Planning.  To begin with, the Geological Survey of India (GSI) was approached by BRO

to study and suggest a suitable Tunnel Alignment. GSI conducted the survey and identified multiple

options.  However, one alignment was identified post detailed study. In Feburay 1984, the matter was

examined in the office of the Hon’ble Prime Minister in consultation with the Ministry of Shipping and

Transport (now Ministry of Road, Transport & Highways), Planning Commission and Secretariat Border

Roads Development Board (BRDB). It was decided that improvement of the road Manali-Sarchu

should be included in the BRDB programme. Considering the constraints of terrain, weather and

requirement of the construction of Rohtang Tunnel, various other structures at other places, snowfall

and gestation period for various works, it was decided that the development of this road be taken up

in the following manner :-

� Improvement of the existing road to class 9 specifications to NHDL for intensive use during

fair weather.

� Survey, investigations and feasibility study for the tunnel under the Rohtang Pass.

Keeping in mind above aspects, works for  43 Crores were included in the BRDB Programme for the

feasibility study of the construction of a tunnel across the Rohtang Pass. GSI was tasked to undertake

Geological investigations in 1984. Subsequently, in Manali, in June 1984, a pre-feasibility report

prepared by HQ DGBR was analysed by representatives of GSI and deliberations were held involving

the merits and demerits of the suggested alignments of the tunnel, requirement of investigations method

for tunnel construction, and analysing rates of construction of different tunnelling projects in India.

This report formed the base document for all further deliberations, investigations, and considerations.

Post-meeting, the following decisions were taken: -

� Ground recce by Project Deepak.

� Preparation of Survey of India topographical maps of scale 1 in 10000.

� GSI to carry out a survey based on Pre-feasibility report prepared by BRO.

The field studies by GSI teams were continued till the end of September 1984.  During the field

investigations, many of joint inspections of the area were carried out by the officers of BRO and the
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representatives of the GSI for the selection of tunnel alignment and location of portal sites. After the

investigations, GSI submitted a “Preliminary Geotechnical Report”.  This report covered the tunnel

alignment and the geological aspects of the recommended alignment in particular and that of the

Rohtang area in general.  The location of portals was also decided wherein the North Portal site was

selected on the left bank of river Chandra about 1 km upstream of village Teling opposite the km 79

milestone on Manali-Leh road.

RITES Ltd Team Carrying Out Survey

High Level Steering and Technical Committee.      After the submission of the pre-feasibility report by

BRO and the Preliminary Geotechnical Report by GSI, a High-Level Steering Committee and a Technical

Committee to plan, execute and monitor the construction of a tunnel at Rohtang and to develop the

Leh-Manali road into an all-weather route was formed. The Steering Committee comprised of Defence

Secretary as its Chairman with members from Director General Military Operations, DGBR, Secretary

BRDB and Deputy Director General (Technical Planning), HQ DGBR as Secretary, E-in-C’s branch,

IHQ of MoD (Army), Director General (Road Development), Department of Surface Transport,

Additional Financial Advisors, Chief Engineer R&D (Zone V), MORTH, Chief Engineer PWD, Himachal

Pradesh and Chief Engineer PWD, J & K. The committee was tasked to:-

� Issue guidelines for the development of Manali-Leh road into an all-weather road.

� Construction of a tunnel at Rohtang.
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� Lay down policy on technical, administrative and financial aspects.

� Monitor the progress of the works.

In addition to the Steering Committee, a Technical Committee was constituted under the Chairmanship

of DGBR with DFA (BR), DS (Works), BRDB, Director GSI, Director SASE, CE (P) Deepak, CE (P)

Himank, Superintending Surveyor of Works and representatives of PWD, Himachal Pradesh and J&K

including Director Technical Planning, HQ DGBR as members. This committee was to study and

submit recommendations to Steering Committee, monitor feasibility studies on the tunnel, select

alignment of roads leading to North and South Portals, consider the agency for execution of the

tunnel works, consider the design of the tunnel and submit proposals to the Steering Committee,

finalise contract documents, evaluate tender documents, finalisation of contract, monitor the progress

of construction and consider remedial measures to remove bottlenecks, if any.

On 15 December 1985, Planning Committee met and included  43 Crores in BRDB Programme

and DGBR was asked to prepare a draft paper for the Cabinet Committee on Political Affairs. The

paper was submitted, and the construction of the tunnel was recommended with the cost estimate.

The proposal was discussed in the BRDB meeting in1987 and approval for construction of the Rohtang

Tunnel was granted by the BRDB.

Detailed Planning. A Preliminary Project Report was also simultaneously prepared by Project

Deepak of BRO on the tunnel, highlighting the various alignment options, construction techniques in

the varying geological conditions of the Himalayas including Tunnel Boring Machine (TBM), Support

systems, Ventilation & Lighting systems and Safety measures. Location of establishment for

implementation of the project including the cost factor was also analysed.

Survey and Preparation of DPR

Responsibility for preparation of DPR of the tunnel project was assigned to RITES Ltd (Govt PSU of

Indian Railways).  RITES Ltd also engaged M/s Geoconsult (an Austrian consultancy firm) for preparation

of Detailed Project Report of this tunnel.

RITES Ltd Phase-I Report.    BRO engaged RITES Ltd in 1990, which submitted its feasibility report in

April 1994 as its Phase-I report. The study included the following: -

� Surface Studies including Geological, Remote Sensing, Geomorphological.

� Construction of Exploratory Drift at both Portals.

� Drill for tunnel alignment and laboratory tests.

� Fixing of Portal Locations and ground marking of tunnel alignment.

� Techno-economic studies for deciding the number of tubes and methodology.

� Preliminary design based on initial laboratory tests.

� Construction planning, equipment, survey, evaluation of construction material, blasting,

and mucking operations.
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� Ventilation system designs, lighting, communications, safety measures  and power supply

systems.

� Preliminary cost estimates of the tunnel.

Recce and Survey for Atal Tunnel and Seri Nala

RITES Ltd Phase-II Report.    Post acceptance of Phase-I Studies, Phase-II studies were done, and a

feasibility report was submitted in December 1996. Detailed Geo-Technical and Geological

explorations were undertaken during this period which was supplemented by Remote Sensing and

Geological Photo studies. The preliminary/initial designs of the support system were formulated using

both Empirical and Numerical Methods.  The internationally accepted approaches of Terzaghi, Barton

Q System, Beiniawski RMR, etc., were considered to access the support system. The report also

recommended the import of certain equipment not available in India. The initial cost of civil works,

lighting, ventilation and safety system was worked out to  71,300 Lakhs. However, this did not

include approaches, bridges, avalanche retaining structures, and approach roads.  Some of the key

aspects covered in this study included the following: -

� Detailed report including civil drawings, test results, and specifications.

� Conditions of contract.

� System description and specifications.
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� Lighting, ventilation, and safety system with drawings.

� Design of Tunnel Section, support system, lighting, etc.

� Preparations of Schedule of Quantities.

� Construction methods, cost analysis, and equipment requirement.

� Leakage, dewatering, grouting, blasting, and support system.

� Schedule of stores, conditions of contract, and listing of codes.

� Construction schedule, supervision of contract, and maintenance of tunnel.

In the planning stage, Differential Global Positioning System (DGPS) of Snow and Avalanche Study

Estabishment (SASE) was also utilised to check the accuracy of the traverse data provided by RITES

Ltd. Ultra-Modern DGPS (Leica 530) was used. GSI was also asked to forward its technical

recommendations. In 2000, GSI confirmed that the tunnel will not pose any geological problems,

however the South Portal location through unstable geological formations requires re-planning. Border

Roads Development Board (BRDB) constituted a Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to give its

recommendations.

In August 2001, TAC visited the site and recommended the location of South Portal to be raised

through stable geological formations available at higher elevations. The committee also recommended

the investigated tunnel alignment suitable for construction. RITES Ltd was again tasked to study the

feasibility report and submit its final report.

Survey for Atal Tunnel using Leica 530
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RITES Ltd Phase-III Report.    RITES Ltd again undertook validation of previous reports and review of

the recommendations as per BRO requirement.  RITES Ltd was also assigned to undertake

Environmental Impact Assessment and Traffic Studies along with working out the Economic Rate of

Return of the Project.  Identification of North and South Portals along with the infrastructure location

for the construction team was an additional work given to RITES Ltd which finally submitted its Phase-

III report covering the following aspects: -

� Tunnel alignment and new South Portal location.

� Geological and Geotechnical aspects.

� Tunnel design.

� Ventilation system.

� Project cost.

Geological and Geo-Technical Evaluation.

The area experiences high accumulation of snow and there are two main drainage systems i.e., Chandra

River & Beas Kund Nala. Landsat was used for inaccessible areas for land cover, lineament pattern &

geomorphology study. To understand the lithological and structural characteristics of rocks, four drill

holes were made in both portals, two at 75 m depth and one each at 340 m and 200 m depth at

different locations. These gave the following results: -

� The area is away from the seismic and volcanic zone.

� The area is away from the “Benioff Zone” and away from plate collision suture.

� Rock strata comprising of Quartz-mica Schist.

� Relationships between geological structures and tunnel alignment.

� The flow of Seri Nala.

� Rock mass Classification to determine the stability of the excavation.

� Terzaghi’s Classification.

� Deere’s Rock Classification designation.

� Rock Structure Rating.

� Blenawsky’s classification.

� Bartons classification.

� Q Values and RMR values at both the Portals.

Conduct of in-situ permeability tests, Flat Jack Tests, Over Scoring Tests, Good Man Jack Test, Hydro

Fracture Tests, etc., were also carried out.
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Geo-Technical Survey
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Tunnel Support System.   RITES Ltd report firmed in on having one single tube with two lanes based

on rock conditions and cost analysis. It also concluded that the Horseshoe cross-section was the best

keeping in view the optimum balance between space requirements and the stress conditions which

govern the stability. The support system being one of the most essential aspects of tunnelling was

planned based on anticipated rock conditions and the depth of the overburden. The preliminary

design used empirical methods based on qualitative parameters measured in the drills and then

extrapolated. Subsequently, numerical modelling was undertaken and thereafter the support system

and detailed designs were made. Primarily Shotcrete and rock bolts were planned as the principal

primary support elements and concrete lining in conjunction with Shotcrete and systematic rock

bolting as the permanent support system. This was planned for all possible rock conditions in all

segments.

Ventilation System – Fresh Air Requirement.     The ventilation system contributes significantly to the

initial capital cost and is the key factor for power supply and operational cost. Hence the system was

required to be the most cost efficient. Keeping that in mind, perspective planning for the Ventilation

System was undertaken. The conceptual design of the ventilation system was developed during the

Phase-I  study wherein a semi-transverse ventilation system was found to be most suitable and the

same was used in Phase-II report.  Formulation of the ventilation system was done using design factors,

like vehicular traffic, vehicular emissions inside the tunnel, limits of CO concentrations, and limits of

turbidity (Soot Particles). Based on that, fresh air demand was planned. The key issue of provision of

partition slab for providing the air duct was deliberated at length. The same was decided to be done

away with. It was proposed to plan ventilation fans on the ceiling of the tunnel at regular intervals

throwing fresh air to create a longitudinal air stream.  RITES Ltd conducted a detailed cost analysis,

prepared the drawing of the same and then proposed the tunnel with fresh parameters and costs.

Semi-Transverse Ventilation System Fans
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Design Peculiarities for Atal Tunnel, Rohtang

Design & Drawings.  The design of the Tunnel was  unique and challenging due to the high

overburden and geotechnical conditions offered by the Himalayas. The complete designs and drawings

used for the construction of the Atal Tunnel can be grouped in two parts i.e., Civil Works drawings &

Electrical & Mechanical (E&M) Works drawings.

Civil Works Drawings (Lot-1).    The designs for Civil works was done by M/s SMEC. In totality,

M/s SMEC  submitted 550 drawings for the execution of Civil works.  The proof checking of these

drawings was done by 3G-Vaymtech joint venture. As the strata/ geological conditions was continously

changing, these drawings were revised time and again, duly proof checked by the Proof Check

consultant. The total revisions required for these initially submitted 550 drawings was around 1600

which was a very demanding task. So on average, each drawing had undergone three revisions. A lot

of time was required by the Proof Checker to revise the drawings as per site requirement.

E&M Works Drawings (Lot-2).   The initial outline drawings for E&M works were submitted by

M/s SMEC. These drawings were then modified as per the site requirements and submitted by M/s

Savronik who was the E&M contractor. There were initially 216 E&M drawings which were submitted

by M/s Savronik. The Proof Checker for scrutinising the E&M drawings was M/s SMEC. There were

around 426 revisions that were required to be done to meet site conditions and requirements.

Construction of Tunnel

Construction of Atal Tunnel, Rohtang  was essential since Manali-Sarchu-Leh road remains closed for

six months in a year due to the closure of Rohtang Pass. The single tube, two lanes, bi-directional 9.02

km long horseshoe shaped tunnel, has provided all-year connectivity between the Manali valley in

the South to the Lahaul & Spiti valley in the North on the National Highway connecting to the Leh

region.

The South Portal of the tunnel is located at an altitude of 3060 m above sea level which is 25 km

North of Manali, on the left bank of Seri Nala, which is a tributary of Beas-Kund River. The North

Portal is located across the Rohtang Pass on the South West bank of Chandra River at an altitude of

3071 m above sea level, at an approximate distance of 79 km from Manali on the Manali-Sarchu

road (NH 21) via Rohtang Pass. The tunnel has been excavated using the Drill and Blast technique

with the application of the New Austrian Tunnelling Methodology (NATM ) philosophy. It is the

longest road tunnel in the world at an altitude above 3000 m.
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Alignment of Atal Tunnel

The design of the Tunnel is unique because the Emergency Egress Tunnel is not parallel but is a part

of the main tunnel, below the carriageway adding to the overall cross-sectional area (137 sq. m) of the

tunnel. The tunnel consists of  4 m wide carriageways and 1 m wide foot paths on both sides and a

0.5 m median in the middle. The thickness of the final concrete lining is 500 ± 50 mm and 0.5%

gradient from both portals for effective drainage.

Entrance of EET from Main Tunnel
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The tunnel is a 10.5 m wide single tube bi-lane tunnel having an overhead clearance of 5.525 m. It

has a 3.6 x 2.25 m fireproof emergency Egress tunnel built into the main tunnel itself. This tunnel is

designed to cater for traffic density of 3000 petrol cars per day and 1500 diesel trucks per day with a

maximum speed of 80 km/hr. It has been designed with a state of the art electromechanical system

including Semi transverse Ventilation system and Supervisory Controlled and Data Acquisition

(SCADA) controlled firefighting, illumination, and monitoring system.

Cross-Section of the Tunnel

Atal Tunnel, Rohtang is constructed with all the ultra-modern amenities and specifications which can

be thought of in today’s evolving world. The tunnel is equipped with all essential safety and security

features to cater to the requirement of the present and the future as well. The brief details of the

important safety features provided in the tunnel are as under:-

� Tunnel entry barriers at both portals.

� Telephone connections at 150 m for emergency communication.

� Fire hydrant mechanisms at 75 m.

� Auto incident detection system with CCTV cameras at 250 m.

� Turning caverns at every 2.2 km.

� Air quality monitoring at every 1 km.

� Evacuation lighting/exit signs at 25 m.

� Broadcasting system throughout the tunnel.

� Fire-rated Dampers at every 50 m.

The salient aspects of Atal Tunnel, Rohtang  are given below: -

� Elevation at South Portal - 3.055 m ASL.

� Elevation at North Portal - 3.080 m ASL.

� Finished X- section area - 75.9 m2.
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� Overall X- section area -       137 m2.

� Slope -       0.5% ascending from both portals.

� Finished Dimension -       12 m wide at tunnel road level.

� Tunnel Shape -       Modified horseshoe shape.

� Concrete Lining -       Cast in situ concrete (at site).

� Smoke Duct -       At tunnel crown.

� Drainage system -       Collect seepage water on sidewalls.

� Roadway -       8 m wide with two lanes.

Construction in Brief.    The tunnel was excavated with a horizontal excavation sequence. The

tunnel face was divided into top heading and bench. To reach the breakthrough of the tunnel as soon

as possible, the highest priority was given to the top heading excavation. Therefore, in case of any

machinery or labour induction, all available resources were shifted to the top heading face, even at

the cost of interruption to benching works which was excavated more than 1 km behind the top

heading. Primary support consisted of shotcrete or steel fibre-reinforced shotcrete lining with lattice

girders and wire meshes. Self-drilling and/or Swellex rock bolts were used for radial rock bolting,

spiles in the crown area as required. The final lining was made of cast-in-situ plain concrete, except

the Seri Nala section and locations around large niches, where reinforced concrete was used.

Construction activities was divided into the excavation, primary lining support works and final lining

support works.

The tunnel was then constructed simultaneously from both tunnel portals. Considering the total length

of more than 9 km accessible only from two portals, it became imperative that proper planning and

organization of all tunnelling work together with effective logistics is done during the construction

schedule of the tunnel.

Parts of Tunnel Section
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Independent working areas for all main tunnelling and construction activities throughout the tunnel

were organised as under:-

� Top heading excavation.

� Half sided (East & West) bench excavation.

� Deep invert excavation.

� Main tunnel drainage and concreting of Egress tunnel base slab.

� Concreting of first final lining kicker.

� Installation of pre-cast emergency egress structures.

� Pavement drainage and pit installation works.

� Backfilling works.

� Concreting of 2nd lining kicker and backfilling works up to the road level.

� Installation of cable ducts and concreting of walkways base.

� Concreting of the final arch lining.

� Reinforcement and concreting of ventilation slab.

� Dry lean concrete works under pavement quality concrete.

� Paving of quality concrete.

� Road kerb installations.

� Placing of paver block tiles in walkways.

� Road safety parts installations.

� Finishing works in addition, there were other independent works on excavation and

primary/final lining support of fire cabinet niches.

� Distribution panel niches.

� Electrical niches.

� Firewater storage caverns.

� Egress access.

� Turning bay caverns.

Breakthrough of Atal Tunnel, Rohtang

The Atal Tunnel, Rohtang breakthrough was finally reached on 15 October 2017, at Chainage 5+000.

The official celebration event was attended by many important guests, headed by the Defence Minister

which clearly brings out  the importance of the Project. The breakthrough of the top heading brought

many advantages for the rest of the tunnelling works, especially with respect to a considerable length

of the tunnel and limited access to the North Portal. First, all North Portal works became accessible

through the tunnel from South Portal which enabled direct material supply from large construction

site near the South Portal. It must be noted that the South Portal is more accessible and less affected by

weather/climatic conditions than the North Portal. This logistic connection was successfully used

mainly during winters when the operation of North Portal construction site was significantly limited

due to closure of Rohtang Pass. The breakthrough finally enabled to continue concreting works in

full swing during winters also.
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Breakthrough in Atal Tunnel, Rohtang

On the other hand, Considerable increase of the traffic inside the tunnel was disturbing the rest of

tunnelling works, mainly in the Seri Nala Fault Zone and benching stretches. Secondly, after the

breakthrough, natural tunnel ventilation commenced, so all tunnel ventilation ducts could be removed.

It enabled the start of all re-profiling works and further excavation works in the Seri Nala Fault Zone,

where huge ventilation ducts occupied most of the cross section. Moreover, due to natural ventilation,

the temperature inside the tunnel dropped from earlier over 50° to 25° C at the tunnel face. The

direction of natural airflow also changed based on actual temperature, wind and air pressure conditions

on both portal ends.

The top heading excavation sequence was followed with all precautions. North drive included rock

bursting and squeezing conditions during excavation with an overburden reaching almost 1.9 km,

causing large convergences over 20 cm and extensive cracks of the primary lining. Due to delayed

release of rock mass stress, convergences were decreasing very slowly till stabilization of profile usually

more than 100 m behind the tunnel face. Additional rock bolting (Swellex) perpendicular to the rock

foliation was extensively used immediately after the application of the first layer of primary lining to

reduce convergences. Proper timing of rock bolting was particularly important to avoid uncontrolled

cracks in the primary lining, longitudinal slots, and later Lining Stress Controllers (LSC) rows.  These

LSC were implemented to allow deformation of primary lining without cracking. The most difficult

part of the South drive was overcoming of Seri Nala Fault Zone with large water inflows and frequent
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ingresses of loose river borne material inside the tunnel. Several types of remedial activities were

implemented as brought out below: -

� Dewatering pipes installation.

� Single and multistage grouting using rock bolts.

� Sequential excavation with top heading division into small panels and immediate support

using shotcrete.

� Wire meshes and rock bolts.

� Single/double pipe roofing.

� Temporary invert of top heading.

It should be remembered that due to extreme weather conditions, North Portal works were operated

usually from the end of May till the beginning of December, only when safe access was ensured over

the Rohtang Pass. Also, progress from South Portal between 2010 and 2015 was affected due to the

Seri Nala Fault Zone.

Construction Stages

2010.    In the first year of execution, the first few months were utilized by M/s Strabag Afcons Joint

Venture (SAJV) for various administrative and preparatory works like finalization of equipment,

negotiations with the dealers, installation of crushers, installation of two concrete batching plants of

60 TPH capacity each, the establishment of site laboratory, etc.

Site Setup at North Portal in Winter
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Infrastructure at South Portal

In addition, a survey for the establishment of camp area and selection of staff to be employed at the

site was carried out. Most of the tunnel excavation equipments like excavators, rock breakers, crawler

dozers, wheel loaders, etc., were brought to the site.

Camp Setup at South Portal
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The first tunnel blast took place on 29 August 2010 at South Portal. Along with the drilling and

installation of Swellex rock bolts, erection of lattice girders and wire mesh as primary support for

excavated surfaces started.

First Blast at South Portal

With the excavation of portals, avalanche gallery excavation also commenced along with dewatering

system from portal area and ventilation system was made operational for defuming to remove the foul

gases from inside the tunnel. The precast yard at Dhundi was also made operational for the casting of

elements for Emergency Egress Tunnel (EET), Low Voltage (LV) ducts, High Voltage (HV) ducts. The

first blast at North Portal was taken on 04 October 2010 and activities of drilling, charging, blasting

and muck clearance also commenced.

Preparation for First Blast on North Portal
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Precast Yard at North Portal

At North Portal, strengthening of Bailey Bridge for the crossing of heavy vehicles, establishment of

labour camp, laboratory and offices was taken up. Due to extreme cold, snowstorms and avalanche

risks, the site at North Portal was closed for the next six months till May 2011 and preparations like

shifting of equipment, demobilization of manpower was carried out.

2011.

At the South Portal,  the site installation, office complex, labour & staff accommodation were improved

upon along with various tunnelling activities like tunnel drilling, charging, blasting with rock support

along with commissioning of the ventilation system and drainage pipe. Right of Way Association

(ROWA) conveyor system installation activities like retaining wall for conveyor belt, drilling of hanger

bolts, etc., were done. The 3-arm boomer was for the first time shifted inside tunnel in July 2011 and

the onsite training was imparted.

ROWA Conveyor System Fixing at South Portal
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Probe drilling for exploration of surface at the slope in front of the South Portal was done. The tunnel

drive was restarted on 30 August 2011 after completion of all securing measures  to install ROWA

conveyor system. A new RCC desilting chamber was constructed at the South Portal in September

2011.

Probe Drilling at South Portal Slope

At the North Portal, due to inclement weather conditions, site induction was delayed. After the conduct

of a helicopter recce on 04 May 2011, induction was carried out on 25 May 2011. Some delay also

happened due to reinstallation of Bailey Bridge on Chandra river.

After induction, preliminary activities like commissioning of batching plant, equipment, removal of

snow were done. Tunnel drilling, charging, blasting up to Chainage 8331.6 was accomplished along

with the installation of swellex rock bolts, shotcreting, wire mesh and lattice girders. On 07 December

2011, the North Portal construction activities were closed due to heavy snowfall, and demobilization

started.

Commissioning of Arch Shutter
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2012.

At the South Portal, heading excavation up to Chainage 2+078 was achieved. For effective drainage,

the pipe was laid and EET precast elements for the emergency escape were also laid. During the

month of April 2012, difficult geological conditions were encountered at heading excavation. The

tunnel support between Chainage 1980 and Chainage 2+010 was additionally strengthened.

On 22 April 2012, heavy water ingress occurred and a major quantity of debris (940 cum) was

deposited at the worksite. Thereafter, the excavation work was stopped till the time the final solution

regarding usage of pipe roofing umbrella was arrived at after various discussions held between BRO

officials, designer, engineer, and contractor.

Heavy Water Ingress at Chainage 1+905

Muck Flow at Chainage 2+250
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Preparations for the controlling of drainage water from the face were made and on 15 June 2012, the

pipe roofing umbrella work started. On 28 June 2012,  the excavation of the heading started under

the protection of pipe roof umbrella. Various measures like chemical grouting, excavation by segments

was undertaken to achieve progress in the heading. Also, the ROWA conveyor system was installed

to achieve speedy progress. However, due to Seri Nala, the effectiveness was not as desired. In 2012,

the gantry for the arch lining was erected for final concrete lining and Tunnel arch lining.

Suspension of Works at South Portal

On the Northern Side on 30 April 2012, the first Task Force through Rohtang Pass was shifted across

and initial rehabilitation works like removal of snow, improvement of the camp area, maintenance of

equipment, etc., for making the site operational were undertaken. The appearance of cracks in shotcrete

lining at Chainage, 8+221 and Chainage 8+217 appeared in June 2012 due to which additional

rock bolts and 3D targets were installed for better monitoring of the site and fresh shotcreting was

done. The construction of explosive magazine for storage of explosives, etc., was completed in

September 2012.
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Crack Formation in Lining at Crown Area

Installation of LSC at North Portal for Lining Protection

In the month of October 2012, the Koksar bridge was damaged which affected the movement of

stores and equipment to the site. While blasting, wedge failure at Chainage 7+725.5, and flow of

loose material took place. Tunnel heading works with drilling, charging, blasting up to Ch 7+705,

and benching at left side up to Chainage 8+938.2 and right side Chainage 8+918.9 drilling and

installation of swellex rock anchors, wire mesh, lattice girders, IBOs including grouting was achieved.

The site was finally closed on 09 December 2012 after taking all precautionary measures.
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2013.

At the South Portal, on 05 February 2013, an avalanche caused heavy damage to site installations,

pushing office containers into the valley and tunnel was also partially flooded. Heading excavation

first step from Chainage 2+078.5 to Chainage 2+248.8 was achieved. Benching up to Chainage

1+885 was completed.

Damaged Bailey Bridge at Dhundi, South Portal

Restoration Works Under Progress at Dhundi, South Portal
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The Tunnel Seismic Profile (TSP) measurement was carried out during the month of March 2013 and

results showed that rock class 7+ continues at least up to Chainage 2+220 with higher water ingress.

Chemical grouting for face stabilization and consolidation was undertaken.

From North Portal,  a maintenance party was inducted in end May 2013 and preparations for activation

of the site like removal of snow, maintenance of equipment was undertaken. Reinstallation of offices,

accommodation, shifting of personnel commenced. Tunnel heading along with drilling, charging,

blasting and installation of swellex rock anchors, wire mesh, lattice girders, IBOs incl grouting were

achieved.

The severe collapse of tunnel crown portion between Chainage 7+255 and Chainage 7+200 occurred

at 1345 hrs on 16 October 2013 due to which heading works were kept in suspension for some

duration. Rehabilitation works by removing damaged wire mesh and its replacement with additional

support was carried out. A trial blast was carried out on 07 November 2013. Additional rock profiles

and 3D monitoring (twice a day) at the damaged portion was conducted till the site stabilised. TSP test

was carried out and prior to the closing of site sealing of face at heading and closure of tunnel entrance

was carried out.

North Portal Face Collapse from Crown Portion
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2014.

At the Southern side, heading excavation under pipe roofing system commenced in the month of January

2014. Due to severe cold conditions at South Portal, concrete works were stopped in January 2014 and

heading works were hampered due to non-accessibility to the site because of heavy snowfall in the

months February and March 2014. Preparatory works for concreting resumed on 24 March 2014.

Installation of Pipe-roof Umbrella

Precast elements production was put on hold for initial months due to the collapse of the gantry.

Reconstruction of Precast factory started on 14 April 2014. During the month of March 2014 more

than 100 incidents of small and big avalanches were recorded along the access road to South Portal.

During the year, heading up to chainage 2+407.1 and benching up to Chainage 1+999.7 was achieved.

600 mm drainage pipe was laid up to Chainage 1+849.5. EET elements for emergency escape were

laid uptoch 1+776.25. LV duct and HV duct laying were completed up to Chainage 1+667.1 and

Chainage 1+763.5, respectively.  Cumulative arch lining for 1+187.5 m was achieved during the year.

At the North Portal, due to the closure of Rohtang Pass and severe winter conditions the site remained

closed from January to April and mobilization of personnel started on 05 May 2014. Due to the

collapse in 2013 and a long winter break, heading works were delayed. Initially, improvement of the

camp area, up-gradation of water pipeline for dewatering, etc., were undertaken.
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On 13 May 2014, a large avalanche struck at the North Portal and the whole tunnel entrance was

covered with snow which caused an additional delay. Finally drilling, charging, blasting started on

25 May 2014. During the period from June to November end, heading excavation along with primary

support was achieved till Chainage 6+523.25 and benching up to Chainage 7+962 (West side) and

7+951.5 (East side) was achieved.

Excessive Snowfall at North Portal

Suspension of Activities at North Portal
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2015.

At the South Portal, excavation for heading under pipe roofing system started from Chainage 2+407.15

onwards in month of Jan. Heavy deformation was encountered in 76.1 mm diameter pipe roof at

Chainage 2+403.00. Protection works with 114.3 mm diameter pipe roofing was initiated. The pipe

roofs were grouted with micro fine cement. Also, the installation of a temporary invert started from

Chainage 2+386 onwards. Due to extreme cold conditions till March 2015, the production of precast

elements was put on hold.

Installation of 76.1 mm Pipe-roof

During the month of March 2014, heavy convergence was noticed from Chainage 2+400 onwards

and heading works were halted. Core drilling at the face and grouting in the crown portion was

resorted to. Excavation for squaring up the face from Chainage 2+410 onwards started on 25 May

2015. Sawtooth filling in the crown area started from July 2015 onwards. Installation of EET and other

concreting works were put on hold due to non-availability of work front.

Excessive Deformations at South Portal Face
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Excavation of the heading under pipe roofing was completed till Chainage 2+455.00. The ventilation

slab cast for the entire year was 962.5 m. HV duct up to Chainage 1+791.5 mm diameter pipe for

drainage was laid up to Chainage 1+864.5. EET laying was achieved till Chainage 1+850.3.

Excavation Under Double Layer 114 mm Pipe-roof at South Portal Side

At the North Portal, mobilization of personnel was done on 18 May 2015 and initially miscellaneous

activities like removing of snow from portal areas, shifting of equipment from inside the tunnel, up-

gradation of the ventilation system, survey works, etc., were undertaken.

Finally, drilling started in the month of June 2015. TSP and Water Penetration Test (WPT) were carried

out for geology prediction. The production of precast elements started in July 2015 after

operationalization of the plant. Also, installation of the 2nd crusher plant was started.

The tunnel excavation up to Chainage 5+983.5 was achieved by end of November 2015. As regards,

benching is concerned, drilling, charging, blasting up to Chainage 7+750.0 (West side) and Chainage

7+740.5 (East side) was achieved. Demobilizing of manpower from North Portal was completed on

30 November 2015.
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2016.

At the South Portal, excavation activities for heading started with Chainage 2+455.00. However,

initially concreting works at the South Portal were put on hold due to non-availability of the workforce.

Ramp making for benching ahead of Seri Nala i.e., at Chainage 2+510 was constructed in March

2016 and benching beyond this Chainage started in April 2016. Concrete works were finally started

on 20 July 2016 after availability of workforce. Work at South Portal was completely stopped from 26

August to 03 September 2016 due to up-gradation of the ventilation system which was upgraded

with fans of higher capacity and new duct system.

Ramp Construction in Progress at South Portal

At North Portal, mobilization of manpower was initiated on 26 April 2016 and after the opening of

tunnel face, shifting of equipment, snow removal and other preparatory activities, excavation for

heading started from Chainage 5+983.5 in May 2016. Extra scaling of the face and mucking was

done to release stresses from the rock. Precast concreting was started on 29 May 2016. During the

progress of heading, cracking of shotcrete, heavy bending of lattice girders, convergences were

observed for which additional measures were instructed by the Engineer. Benching works were stopped

in July 2016 due to reprofiling works. The collapse was observed between Chainage 5+589 to

Chainage 5+585.00. A survey campaign with Gyro instruments was carried out on 20 and 21 October

2016. Working carrier, inner liner, rail line for the final arch lining was moved inside the tunnel in

October 2016.

In the ensuing year, heading up to Chainage 5+419.00, Benching 1&2 up to Chainage 6+955 was

achieved. Also, excavation and primary support i.e., shotcrete, rock bolting of EAC 15, FCDP 23, 24,

25, 26 was achieved. Further, the site was finally closed on 09 December 2016 after shifting of

equipment inside the tunnel and making other preparations for safeguarding the plant, etc.
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2017.

At the South Portal, the main focus was on achieving a breakthrough with which Heading and Benching

works for the year started from Chainage 4+129 and Chainage 3+145 respectively. However,

benching works were kept on hold as heading muck was being stacked at benching location due to

space constraint for mucking outside tunnel due to heavy snow.

Precast production was put on hold due to regular snowfall at the site from January to March 2017,

which started again in July 2017. Heading breakthrough was finally achieved on14 October 2017.

Works within Seri Nala such as sawtooth filling, survey works, reprofiling works, etc., were undertaken

during November 2017. Total heading length of 1+124.2 m, Benching (West) of length 8+27.5,

Benching (East) of length 1034.2 m was achieved. Drainage pipe below invert level was also completed

till Chainage 3+612.00.

Sawtooth Filling Works at South Portal in Seri Nala Zone

At the North Portal, remobilization started on 02 May 2017 and after completion of initial set up, first

heading blast was done on 25 May 2017 at Chainage 5+419.00. Lining Stress Controllers (LSC)

were installed. Removal of loose, detached shotcrete was done after spraying fresh shotcrete.

Probe drilling at the various locations was carried out and second arch shutter was shifted from the

South Portal and was installed at the North Portal. Erection of shutter for the casting of ventilation slab

was undertaken in September 2017. Total heading length of 341.3 m, Benching (West) of length

565.5 m and Benching (East) of length 516.95 m were achieved. EET was laid up to Chainage 6831.2.

Arch lining for a length of 537 m and  ventilation slab for 12.5 m was achieved.
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2018.

At the South Portal, excavation of 2nd heading along with the installation of wire mesh, plastic sheet,

and lattice girder, shotcrete inside Seri Nala was started in January 2018.

Seri Nala Shortcreting Works Under Progress

Dismantling works for ROWA conveyor system were initiated in January 2018, and also preliminary

activities like undercut removal, sawtooth filling, reprofiling was undertaken to match the survey

profiles. Due to the inflow of water inside Seri Nala, a dimpled membrane for channelizing the water

and dewatering pipelines were installed. Rock bolts pull out tests were conducted. Precast production

for elements was started in March 2018 once the weather improved on-site.

Removal of ROWA Conveyor System in Progress at Chainage 1+887
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Benching till Chainage 5+800 was considered from the South Portal, however the same was completed

in April 2019 and beyond this chainage, benching was considered as part of the North Portal. Extra

measures like installation of wire mesh, sealing with shotcrete, installing water hose pipes, installation

of 76.1 mm and 114 mm dia pipes, dimpled membrane, plastic sheets, drainage pipes, etc., were

installed for controlling pressurized water from Chainage 2+376.25 towards the North and Chainage

2+325 towards the South. Since regular progress was achieved in Seri Nala, so periodic re-arrangement

of the electrical, water supply line, dewatering pipes had to be made as per the progress of works.

Re-laying of Drainage Pipe & Construction of Water Sump in Seri Nala

Cavity formation occurred inside Seri Nala for which installation of 76 mm diameter pipes on trial

basis was undertaken from Chainage 2+395 to Chainage 2+400.00. Excavation for invert along

with the installation of dimpled membrane, geotextile, 250 mm diameter pipes with filter gravel inside

Seri Nala was initiated in the month of June 2018. Benching excavation except Seri Nala was completed

in June 2018. Probe drilling for verification of primary lining was conducted in August 2018. A

temporary Bailey Bridge was constructed inside the tunnel to enable construction traffic and deep

invert excavation work to go on  simultaneously.
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Bailey Bridge Erection in Seri Nala

Excavation works for the South Portal were initiated in September 2018. Drilling and installation of

support measures, SDA, Ground anchors as per design was carried out. Excavation for the portal

location was completed in October 2018. Total progress in benching west and benching east achieved

during the year was 707 m and 693.7 m respectively. During the ensuing year, except for the Seri

Nala portion, drainage pipe below invert level was completed at Chainage 5+388 and EET laying at

Chainage 5+292.93. The total arch lining of 1700 m and casting of ventilation slab for 1125 m was

achieved.

Anchors at South Portal
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At the North Portal, since after breakthrough due to the access from inside the tunnel was available,

so right from the beginning of the year excavation in benching was carried out from North Portal side,

however concrete works for arch lining, ventilation slab was started once the ambient temperature

was available. Excavation for raft foundation, PCC, reinforcement for North Portal Ventilation Building

was initiated in September 2018, however, the progress was halted due to untimely snowfall on 23

September 2018. Total progress in benching west and benching east achieved during the year is 787

m and 968.9 m, respectively. EET laying till Chainage 5+292.93 was achieved.

2019

At the South Portal, during the year benching and deep invert excavation activities were confined

only to the Seri Nala Zone as these were already completed in the rest of the tunnel. Excavation of

benching in Seri Nala started from Chainage 2+210.

As regards deep invert activities are concerned, excavation started from Chainage 2+204.50 onwards.

Since only in Seri Nala portion waterproofing system had been provided, so prior to placement of

geotextile and PVC membrane, the smoothening layer of shotcrete, protection layer of concrete (50

mm) was done to avoid any sharp edges or undulations that may puncture the membrane in future.

Seri Nala Deep Invert Works

Bailey Bridge had to be shifted at regular intervals as per the alignment of deep invert shutter, shifting

of Emergency Escape Tunnel (EET) base slab and EETs had to be undertaken as per Fit for Construction

(FFC) drawings, which was time-consuming. Works for South Portal ventilation building were kept

suspended from January to March 2019 due to snowfall and avalanches at the South Portal. Snow

clearance for South Portal works commenced in April 2019.
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During the month of May 2019, sudden ingress of heavy water was noticed at Chainage 2+362 through

already supported invert which had impacted on subsequent work for which extra measures were

carried out for management of water like removal of filling material, installation of the additional pipeline,

gravel filling, wire mesh, shotcrete, etc. EET laying till the start of Seri Nala i.e., Chainage 1+887 was

completed in June 2019. Excavation for slope protection works was undertaken in May along with the

installation of double corrosion protection anchors in the Western face of the portal.

Ground anchors of varying capacity and length were drilled in the Western face followed by grouting,

stressing and casting of anchor blocks. Wire mesh and shotcreting was also resorted to for stabilization

of slope. Out of the four grids namely A, B, C, D, excavation and PCC for a raft for Grid A was

commenced in June 2019.

The inflow of water, material, cavity occurred at Chainage 2+408 (East side) for which step-wise

excavation in benching was carried out with reduced round length /ring closure. During the month of

August 2019, for expediting the works, deep invert and waterproofing works were started from the

North side also with the help of the 2nd invert shutter i.e., from Chainage 2+474 towards the South.

All the major activities namely deep invert concreting, laying of waterproofing membrane were

completed in the year.

In the Seri Nala portion, drainage pipes of 400 mm and 600 mm dia were provided for effective

drainage. During the ensuing year, arch lining and ventilation slab casted were 1300 m and 1350 m,

respectively. DLC works for pavement also commenced in the month of November 2019 and by the

end of the year, 2642 m was achieved.

DLC Works Under Progress

At the North Portal, from January to April 2019, no works for the North Portal Ventilation Building were

undertaken due to heavy snow, avalanches and only works inside the tunnel, like laying of drainage

pipe, EET laying, etc. were undertaken. Concreting and backfilling for the building commenced in May

2019. Concreting up to columns and backfilling up to the plinth level was completed in June 2019.
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Concrete for the mezzanine floor and partial concrete of 1st floor was done in August 2019. Partial

completion of the 2nd floor slab was achieved in November 2019 arch ling, ventilation slab casted

were 575 m and 995.4 m, respectively. Concreting for arch lining and ventilation slab was completed

on 26 December 2019.

2020.

At the South Portal, arch lining for Seri Nala was completed on 06 January 2020 and works for South

Portal Ventilation Building and slope protection were put on hold till March 2020, due to extreme weather

conditions and the threat of avalanches. Ventilation slab concreting was completed on 07 February 2020.

Due to avalanches at the South Portal, the reinforcements for columns were damaged/tilted.

Due to a nationwide lockdown from 23 March 2020, all the works at the site were halted.  However,

after taking up case with the state administration, permissions were obtained to work with proper

guidelines and works were recommenced from 13 April 2020.

Special permission for movement of labourers, vehicles, factories for material like cement, truss for building,

road furniture, etc., that was required for keeping up the progress of works associated with Atal Tunnel,

Rohtang were taken. A proactive approach was adopted to get the works done in spite of the numerous

problems faced during the pandemic. PQC works were also commenced in March 2020.

Concreting of stairs, ground floor balance works, EET below building, works beyond the first floor

were carried out in full swing since Apr2020. Reinforcement, concrete for the attic floor was done in

June 2020 along with shuttering, reinforcement for grid C and D, for the sloping roof in June 2020.

The building and PQC works were completed in the month of July 2020.

For aesthetic looks, architectural works on both portals were taken up to give the tunnel a local look.

An architectural gate was constructed at South Portal and also the South Portal Ventilation Building

was done up and same was completed in the month of August 2020. Paver tiles for the footpath on

both sides of the roadway were laid along with kerbs, delineators, cat eyes and medians for effective

traffic management and better aesthetic looks inside the tunnel.

Prime Minister at the Completed South Portal
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At the North Portal, work was halted due to extreme weather conditions and COVID-19 restrictions.

Building works were restarted in April 2020 and concreting of ground floor, inverted beams on slab

and other miscellaneous works were taken up on priority and the building was completed in July

2020. Construction of diesel tank was started in June 2020. Architectural works on the North Portal

building with local touch were proposed and completed in the month of August 2020.

Completed View North Portal

Since the North Portal area was prone to landslides, a gabion wall along the West side of the ventilation

building was constructed to minimize the impact of any direct hit by avalanche to the building.
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CHALLENGES IN CONSTRUCTION

OF TUNNEL

“Sometimes life seems a dark tunnel with no light at the end, but if you just

keep moving forward, you will end up in a better place.”

Jeffery Fry

Key Technical Construction Challenges

Seri Nala. The major and the most difficult challenge of the Project was the Seri Nala Fault Zone. It

was encountered between Chainage 1+887 to Chainage 2+474.5. This 587.5 m long stretch of the

shear zone had never been encountered in a single stretch of any Highway Tunnelling Project in the

world. It took almost four years to overcome this shear zone. After the commencement of the work in

the second half of 2010, the work from the South Portal of Atal Tunnel continued smoothly till December

2011.
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In December 2011, from Chainage 1+887 onward, quality of rock started deteriorating leading to a

retarded advance rate. Subsequently, at Chainage 1+950, the condition at the face became devoid

of any rock. Muck along with water started flowing from the face inside the tunnel due to the weathering

caused by Seri Nala under which the tunnel was passing at that time. The heavy inflow of water at a

rate of 8000 litres per minute was experienced. This stratum was much worse than the worst rock

class defined in the design.

Chemical Grouting in Progress at Seri Nala

In connection with extensive problems during top heading excavation within the Seri Nala section,

the finished primary lining was inside the tunnel profile in most of this section. It was caused by huge

deformations as well as by additional excavation support such as additional spilling, pipe roofing,

extra layers of primary lining, or reinforced shotcrete ribs. Within this stretch, maximum convergence

reached more than 1000 mm and primary lining undercuts ranged from 0.75 m to a maximum of 1.5 m.

To increase the safety of re-profiling works in very difficult ground conditions by limiting the removal

of already installed primary lining support, the complete stretch of the Seri Nala Fault Zone was

vertically re-aligned downwards with a minimum possible longitudinal slope of 0.25% instead of

0.5%. It helped with undercuts but on the contrary, increased backfilling works. Moreover, after

many discussions with all stakeholders, meetings and, studies it was mutually decided to excavate

deep invert and install waterproofing membrane within Seri Nala stretch. Therefore, in this location,

the tunnel profile is generally divided into a top heading, benching, and deep invert.
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Temporary Invert Fixing at Seri Nala

The tunnel from Chainage 1+887 to Chainage 2+474 passed through the fault zone charged with

water and about 140 litres per sec used to seep in.  To successfully overcome this problem following

methodology was adopted:-

� Plugging and Stabilization of Face.   For stoppage of muck flowing inside the tunnel

plugging with sandbags and then thick layer of shotcreting was done. To avoid deformations at

at spring level, horizontal struts  made from steel channels and I beams were welded to the

girders. Shotcrete was sprayed at the heading face for preventing leakage of grout from the front

face and for channelizing the water.

� Probe Drilling.   After plugging, probe drilling by the excavation of hole at the centre of

the face and two holes at 10 O’clock and 2 O’clock with depth varying from 10 m to 20 m or

even longer depending upon the requirement  were done  to provide the information about the

strata that will be encountered in front of heading zone. The hole also acted as a drainage hole

and for pre-grouting of the face ahead. The holes inserted with perforated pipes were provided

with NRV packers if high-pressure water was encountered.
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Pipe-Roof After Grouting

� Pressure Relief and Drainage Holes.   Pressure relief and drainage holes were provided

3-4 m away from the face for channelization of water. For this 76 mm to 114 mm dia drainage

holes were drilled in the crown followed by the installation of perforated seamless pipes which

resulted in the reduction of hydrostatic pressure and minimizing the seepage from the face

ahead. Around 40-50% of the water on the face was channelized and drained through these

drainage holes.

� Protection of Roof.   The roof was required to be strengthened for carrying out excavation

underneath and the same was carried out using large-diameter seamless perforated pipes of

long length (12-15 m) by creating an umbrella of pipes in the tunnel crown at the required

spacing. In extremely weak zones with zero stand up time  the pipes touching skin to skin right

from  RHS spring level to LHS spring level. For supporting the roof dummy ribs were also provided.

Special pipe for poling machine was used to install pipes simultaneously with the drilling of

holes instead of installation of pipes after drilling of holes, which may not have been be possible

later on as the drilled hole used to collapse. A single row of pipe roofing was provided mostly

however in extremely weak zones double row pipe roof of 114.3 mm dia pipes was resorted to.
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Pipe-Roofing with Core

� Pre-Grouting.    Pre-grouting with long holes, packer assembly was carried out through

the earlier drilled probe holes with OPC and microfine cement. As the pipes were perforated,

cement grout  was used to spread around to create a thick cement seam at crown. Grouting was

carried out at 3 to 4 bar pressure depending upon ground conditions. The water-cement ratio

was kept at 1:1 to 2:1. Roto screw-type grout pumps were used for pre-grouting. Finally, the

supported area was excavated slowly and steel ribs were installed at closed spacing for

advancement. The ribs were installed till half of the dia of the tunnel remained to be excavated

from the face. The technique of pipe roofing and excavation in segments  of the face was of

immense benefit in crossing the Seri Nala Fault Zone where stand up time was almost zero.

Face bolting with self-drilling rock bolts and further grouting them with microfine cement instead

of normal OPC cement also facilitated in supporting the face and carry further excavation and

advancement.

The team at the site carried out investigations through drilling boreholes and refraction surveys using

tunnel seismic prediction method. However, due to extremely poor rock conditions and high volumes

of water seeping into the strata not much could be analysed.  The engineers found that the tunnel is

crossing Seri Nala at an oblique angle and the Nala is situated 200-500 m above the tunnel at most

points. The Nala flows from glaciers on the ridge and many glaciers contribute water to the Nala. This

water seeped into the complete rock mass as the area is a massive fault zone which has caused
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lineations and disintegration of the rock mass in the region. This area is accessible for a limited period

of the year through trekking only. One such disposition of the tunnel and Seri Nala is shown below.

Core Drilling under Progress

However, by the time heading excavation progressed to Chainage 1+949, loose strata along with

flowing matter was encountered along the full face of the tunnel.  The following years proved to be

extremely challenging as the tunnel experienced numerous muck and debris flows which included

20 major flows and numerous cavity formations. The tunnel experienced severe squeezing with radial

convergences reaching almost a metre at certain instances.

Remedial works in Seri Nala started by a survey of fresh top heading profiles every one metre step by

step, after removal of ventilation ducts and clearing the tunnel. Based on survey profiles and also

geotechnical conditions, convergences, ingresses of soft ground, and water inflows during top heading

excavation, the Seri Nala stretch was divided into five sections with similar condition. Afterward,

achieving required inner radii, the primary lining was required as per predicted tunnel convergences

during bench and deep invert excavation, taking into account smoothening and waterproofing layers.
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Survey & Marking of Undercuts/Overcuts

There were different types of re-profiling works along the Seri Nala Fault Zone based on the actual

shape of the top heading primary lining. Backfilling of all pipe roof sawteeth was done using additional

lattice girders and wire meshes, shotcreted as a shell in the correct position. Free space with varying

thickness above the shell, was gradually filled by shotcrete. The start of sawtooth (first metres) was

usually in an undercut and that part had to be removed. A similar approach was used for large overcuts.

In many stretches, just a part of the profile was in overcut and the rest in an undercut. In such locations/

sections usually full lattice girder was installed, fixed to actual shotcrete lining by socket or welded

rods. Small undercuts were removed by road-header. In the case of medium undercuts, the primary

lining was cut by impactor, maximum up to half of the already installed lattice girder and new wire

mesh and shotcrete were installed. In the case of larger undercuts, the complete primary lining was

removed and a new one was installed including new wire meshes and lattice girders. When a section

of the profile was in large undercut, only part of the existing lattice girder was replaced.

The complete thickness of the primary lining was replaced by limited longitudinal steps, similarly to

excavation steps. It should be noted that remedial works also included removal of temporary invert

and excavation of the bottom part of the top heading to unify its bottom level. In the most critical 40

m long part of Seri Nala Fault Zone, re-profiling works were done very carefully from both ends. A

very important part of the work was stabilising open excavation and limiting water inflows by cement

grouting through self-drilling anchors. The heaviest water inflows were channelized downwards.
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Generally, proper dewatering and drainage works were the most important in this stretch. Re-profiling

works in the rest of the tunnel were not so large and difficult. These were done similarly together with

other tunnelling works.

Re-Profiling & Sawtooth Filling Works in Seri Nala Fault Zone

Re-Profiling & Sawtooth Filling Works in Seri Nala Fault Zone

North Portal. Tunnel excavation from North Portal was found much different compared to the

South Portal. The overburden was much higher from the beginning itself and tunnel drive was passing
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through hard rock formation for most of the stretch.  The tunnelling condition has usually been classified

as “Fair” or “Poor” and the rock formations compose of a high grade of metamorphic migmatite. The

variation of migmatite includes micaceous gneiss, magmatic schist, or phyllites with a significant

proportion of quartzite. Around 30% of the complete works were planned to be executed from the

North Portal side of the Tunnel. This was attributed to Rohtang Pass closure every year and no

movement was possible and logistics problems literally became a nightmare. Severe weather conditions

did not allow working for approximately seven months every year, depending on the snowfall.  The

average snowfall and snow accumulation was much above the desired levels which completely

disrupted all plans for timely constructional activities from this side.

Problems encountered during excavation work from the North Portal were mainly due to the

high-stress conditions and resulting pressures of surrounding rock. Competent hard and brittle rock

like gneisses or phyllites was prone to exhibit rock bursting condition due to sudden release of stress

around the periphery after the opening. The delayed release of stresses along such planes was a

common phenomenon at North Portal drive, which simultaneously increased the rock load on the

primary support and proved to be the prime cause for the development of cracks and distressing of

the installed lining. This situation also leads to the overstressing of rock bolts which were visible

through by bending of the rock bolt plates. The comprehensive behaviour of the rock at North Portal

drive was therefore regularly and precisely evaluated and necessary measures by the installation of

SLOTs and Lining Stress Controllers (LSC) were undertaken.

Laying of SLOTs in Lining at North Portal Side
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The alignment of the portal building here also was a major challenge. The approach road for the

tunnel was already built from the temporary Bailey Bridge along the contour of the mountain.  This

slope of the mountain was in a heavy avalanche-prone area. The building was also supposed to be

built along the slope as there was hardly any space available to place the ventilation building.

Ventilation building was supposed to accommodate three big ventilation fans, Diesel generators,

transformers, etc., and these machineries contributed to the increase in the size of the building. Lot of

deliberate engineering thoughts were made to fit the building in a way that the exit of the building

also joins the bridge providing the smooth curvature for the approach road between building and

bridge.  A couple of options were worked out and the final option with the exit of the building in a

straight alignment with the sharp curve alignment to the approach bridge was executed.

Construction of North Portal Ventilation Building

The next challenge was to construct the building in a straight alignment and to site the foundation of

the building.  To achieve the straight alignment,  there was a requirement of the tall foundation of

18 m and very less hard strata was available to place footing of such a heavy structure.

Several types of foundation of the building were considered like micro pile and raft foundation.  Initially,

it was decided to put up the pile foundation and construct the columns of the building on top of the

pile foundation. A couple of investigating boreholes were carried out to design the foundation details

with piles and samples were also collected to evaluate the geotechnical parameters of the strata.
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Finally, the Portal building was constructed on a raft foundation with 37 m of cut and cover section till

the North Portal Ventilation Building (NPVB) which was away from all avalanche threats and in safe

zone.

Laying of SLOTs in Lining at North Portal Side

South Portal. The South Portal of the tunnel is located at an altitude of 3060 m above sea level at

a distance of 25 km North of Manali, on the left bank of Seri Nala, which is a tributary of Beas-Kund

River. The Project Area on South Portal side was at a distance of 9 km from Solang Valley and Rohtang

Tunnel Project HQ. There were 12 Meteorological Snow Protection (MSPs) sites identified between

Solang valley and the South Portal site location. This was a major challenge with respect to the

operability from the South Portal side and keep the site functional. Due to remoteness of Project Area

the surface exploration was limited by difficulties and availability in very rugged terrain. The initial

site setup was delayed by almost three months. The South Portal side of the Tunnel was planned to be

made operational for complete season as a result 70% of the overall works were planned to be executed

from the South Portal itself as per the method statement submitted by M/s Strabag Afcon Joint Venture

(SAJV). However, the first blast from South Portal side took place on 29 August 2010.
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Construction of South Portal Ventilation Building

Towards the South Portal side, a total of three boreholes were excavated, BH1, BH2, BH3 75.2 m,

340 m and 200 m respectively. BH2 and BH3 were near Seri Nala valley. Apart from boreholes, one

exploratory drift was excavated 30 m downslope from the portal. The drift was advanced for 75 m

before branching into two separate drifts for an additional 25 m. All these geotechnical investigations

were a huge challenge in terms of shifting of equipment, carrying out the drilling in such difficult

terrain, and also less working season due to snowfall, extreme weather conditions.

So, to cover the voids in the data received from the subsurface explorations, geophysical investigations

like resistivity soundings by Schlumberger method, seismic refraction was also carried out in the Seri

Nala valley. The investigations were also carried out looking for an option to locate the South Portal

about 0.8 km down the Seri Nala valley than the current portal location, but given of the thick soil

cover, the site was not considered feasible.
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The South Portal of the tunnel was located in a landslide area. This was the major challenge for the

siting of the ventilation building, control room building and commencement of construction activities

from the South Portal.  In the initial planning, all these buildings i.e., ventilation building and control

room building were co-located along with the Portal area but due to the threat from avalanche and

space constraints, these buildings were re-located in the safer zones. For this reason, the ventilation

building was shifted towards the excavated tunnel portal to a stable deep rock-cut. It was planned to

be a multi-storey cut-and-cover structure with a total length of 46.8 m, made as a composite structure

of reinforced concrete, steel beams, and precast panels that also housed the tunnel lanes.

Slope Protection Works at South Portal

The ventilation building wall had to be anchored by permanent anchors with a maximum length of

26 m. The depth of the rock-cut was variable with a maximum depth of 37 m. It was supported by

shotcrete with wire meshes, temporary rock bolts with a maximum length of 10 m and temporary

cable anchors with a maximum length of 33 m. The road from the tunnel was along with the contour

line of the landslide slope. The first 95 m from the ventilation building was protected against avalanches,

falling rocks, and landslides by Avalanche Gallery.

In the original design, when the control room building was in the area of ventilation building and in

order to stabilize the slope after the cut, long and heavy capacity anchors of capacity of 150 MT to

400 MT for a length of 12 m to 35 m were installed.  The anchors designed are not the usual anchors

and in the country very few people are experienced in such anchor installation. Since the anchors

were of bigger loads, it was very much required to remove all the loose cover from the slope and

place anchors so that the stressing of the anchors could be done. Even after installing the anchors,
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there could be a bit of the movement of the slope. In order to overcome the movement of the slope

one had to ensure that structures are not displaced.

Active anchors were installed on the walls of the building so that movement of the building could be

restricted and movement of the slope is allowed.  Movement of the slope is to be allowed otherwise,

the cable anchors would not be able to withstand the movement of the slope, and to completly arrest

the displacement the anchor cost would have been purely un-economical.

The slope above the ventilation building and avalanche gallery was planned to be stabilized by

permanent cable anchors with a maximum length of 39 m along with permanent double corrosion

protected rock bolts with a maximum length of 10 m. Despite all slope support measures, the slope

was sliding downwards constantly. Therefore, the type of avalanche gallery structure had to be revised

from reinforced concrete to a light steel structure.

This would enable easier repairs and adjustments after expected slope movements in the future. The

last part of South Portal works was the construction of a control room building which was a

multi-storey grade structure made of reinforced concrete and shifted from the existing construction

site to a distance of approximately 500 m away from the tunnel. For this Land Acquisition and Forest

Clearance permissions were required that delayed the Project subsequently.

Provisioning of Lighting and Ventilation System.      The tunnel boasts of a state of the art semi

transverse ventilation system powered by three axial fans of 630 KW, the heaviest in the country, at

each portal. The transportation of such big fans to the site was a big logistic exercise in itself. In

addition all equipment and machines used in the Electrical & Mechanical Systems have been selected

based on their performance in the high altitude areas.

During the execution stage, there was a request from Himachal Pradesh State Electricity Board to

facilitate 33 kV connectivity between South Portal & North Portal through the tunnel which led to

redesigning of the MV System completely and procurement of additional material such as 33 kV

Cable, additional 33 kV GIS Panels, etc. Accommodating this request at a very late stage without

compromising its own deadline was a difficult proposition but was done keeping the National interest

in mind.

The Atal Tunnel Project witnessed the unprecedented event of the COVID-19 Pandemic which had

a worldwide effect. It saw a temporary cessation of works followed by the painstaking build-up to

complete the project within the desired deadlines. Series of actions were undertaken by the Project to

kick-start construction activities, reviving manufacturing and logistics.  March 2020, the COVID-19

Pandemic totally stalled the work at Atal Tunnel Project. Within the strict protocols of isolation and

quarantine, coordination with government departments/agencies, foreign firm and manufacturers were

made.
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Administrative and Other Challenges

Construction of Atal Tunnel at above 10,000 feet in snowbound Rohtang Pass posed a number of

administrative challenges which are enumerated subsequently :-

Cold Climate Effects on Health.   Weather severely affected the working efficiency of the machines

and men.  Working in extremely cold conditions was a challenging task. Freezing cold waves were

challenging human endurance. The weather also restricted the working hours drastically, posing

time penalties in the execution of work.  Weather played havoc and affected the health of the people

involved in the construction of the tunnel.  This required special clothing and working kits for brave

men working in the tunnel as they were affected by the following ailments :-

� Hypothermia.

� Frostbite.

� Repeated Cold & Cough.

� Chest infection.

� Chilblains.

� Immersion and Trench foot.

Medical Challenges.   Due to extreme climatic conditions, the remoteness of the area, snowbound

mountains, provisioning of Medical Support was difficult as no dedicated Medical Support System

was available in the vicinity of the Project site.The nearest hospital was approximately 70 km away

from the Project site. Due to the vagaries of the weather, a small medical set up was provided to meet

the immediate medical support.  There have been cases when the men had to be evacuated to the

nearest available hospital due to a lack of any basic medical support available at the tunnel location.

Communication Challenges.  Atal Tunnel is located on the edge of the Rohtang Pass. The nearest

communication available was in Solang valley towards the South Portal which is around 5 to 6 km

from the Tunnel and Sirsu and Khoksar towards the North Portal which is 15 to 20 km from the

Tunnel. Poor and adverse weather conditions including heavy snowfall made it difficult to use wireless/

radio communication. Wire Laying was the only reliable communication mean.

With the help of BSNL, an OFC cable was laid till South Portal. This was further extended till North

Portal after the completion of breakthrough and blast activities.   Maintenance of this OFC was again

a herculean task due to bad weather, damage by heavy machinery, and landslides. Certain other

issues that merit consideration are:-

� The screening effect due to mountains created a bottleneck in VHF/mobile handset

communication sets.

� OFC laid with the help of BSNL had to be made under ground at landslide-prone areas to

avoid damage.

� A Mobile Tower was established at the South Portal to cover the area where the working

staff accommodations/shelters were made.
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� Once, the road axis was ready till South Portal, copper wire was laid along the road to

connect the Project Headquarters with the construction site.

� OFC was extended till North Portal after the blasting and digging work inside the tunnel

got completed.

� A mobile BTS by BSNL was installed subsequently to cover the entire tunnel for mobile/

cellular coverage.

Longest High Altitude Tunnel.    Atal Tunnel is a 9.02 km long tunnel at an altitude above 10000 ft.

A tunnel this length and at such a height does not exists anyhere in the world and thus, it is first of its

kind.

Tectonic Thrust.    The construction of the tunnel was carried out through a crystalline thrust which

adds to the geological complexity of the young Himalayas.

High Overburden.   The overburden i.e. the amount of earth on top of the tunnel is very high as compared

to the majority of the other existing tunnels in the world. The tunnel faces excessive stresses due to the

high overburden and in the case of Atal Tunnel, the highest overburden is approximately 2 km.

Limited Attack Point Options.    The geographical location and difficult topographic profile of the

Atal Tunnel restricted the number of accessible points in complete tunnel layout which in turn restricted

the locations from where the work could be progressed. Thus, construction was possible only through

two portals out of which the North Portal was accessible only for six months.

No Adits and Shafts.    Due to the particular disposition of the ranges, the tunnel does not have any

adits and shafts. This was particularly challenged for the ventilation design of the tunnel both during

and after construction.

Varying Geology.    The young age of the mountains and the dynamic metamorphism process in the

tectonically sub-ducting orogeny makes the Himalayas extremely heterogeneous.  The tunnel

alignment passes through two major geomorphological ridge structures i.e., Rohtang and Chandrakothi

ridge structures. Varied geology made design and execution extremely challenging.

Exceptionally Large Cross-Sectional Area.    The Rohtang Tunnel is a single tube double lane tunnel

with the emergency egress tunnel built into the main tunnel itself. This makes the Rohtang Tunnel one

of the largest highway tunnel is in terms of the cross-sectional area which further adds to the intricacy

due to increased deformations and complex support systems.

Excessive Snowfall.    The tunnel project site faces excessive snowfall in the winters and experiences

subzero temperatures accompanied by frequent avalanches. This necessitates continuous snow

clearance efforts throughout the winters even at the South Portal. North Portal as such remains closed

throughout the winters.

High Stresses.  Large shear deformation conditions occur when there are high sustaining stresses.

This phenomenon was countered using lining stress controllers which were spring-like elements to

absorb the extra stress in the tunnel lining.
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Rock Spalling (Bursting). Brittle failure is likely to occur in the highly brittle and fine-grained isotropic

rocks leading to severe stability and safety problems. One such occurrence has been experienced

between Chainage 7+219 to Chainage 7+240 while excavating from the North Portal.

Escape Arrangement. The tunnel has a unique escape arrangement wherein the escape tunnel

is built into the main tube itself by inserting precast elements under the carriageway. These are

connected to the main tube through escape cuddies at every 500 m. Such escape arrangements are

unique to Atal Tunnel, Rohtang in Asia and less than five tunnels across the world have such an

arrangement.

Breakthrough.  The tunnel was broken through five km inside from the South Portal. The construction

ventilation at this juncture of the project was the longest stretch of underground space ever ventilated

for an on-going construction site.

Working Temperatures. When the two ends were connected the overburden was approximately

02 km under the mountain and temperature soared nearly 50O C. After breakthrough, the Lahaul

winds entered the tunnel and the temperatures declined below 25O C.

Precision in Alignment Control During Construction.     The tunnel was constructed from two ends

and the electronic total station survey equipment in use was magnetic in nature. As the tunnel

progressed support systems were installed and these instruments were induced due to massive amounts

of steel being used inside.  To counter this aspect, precision inertial technology  (gyro-metres) were

used after everyone km of excavation. A complete traverse from Rohtang top was carried out. This

ensured these activities the breathrough was alive within 02 cm of the planned centre line.

Largest Shear Zone Crossed.     587 m excavation under Seri Nala took the tunnel 4.5 years and the

rest of the 8.5 km tunnel took the same time. This is the largest shear zone crossed by any highway

tunnel in the world.

Highest Progress from One Face.  Just after completion of the excavation of Seri Nala, 217 m of

heading excavation was achieved in one month from the South Portal end. This is a record for drill

and blast tunnelling.

Redundancy of Power.     The tunnel has a unique redundancy for powering the tunnel systems. It

has a generator backup at each portal, an 11 KVA supply has been provided from the southside

(Manali) and 33 KVA supply  is planned from North.

Heavy Duty Ventilation Fans.     The tunnel boasts of a state of the art semi transverse ventilation

system powered by three axial fans at each portal. Each fan has a capacity of 630 kw, which is the

heaviest in the country.

Electrical systems for High Altitude.      All transformers and generators have been designed to operate

up to -40O C temperatures.

Heat Tracing Units.      The fire hydrant pipes have been installed with heat tracing units which will

preclude freezing of water in fire hydrant pipes required for firefighting in the tunnel.
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LEARNING FROM THE EXPERIENCES

Learning From The Experiences

The experiences have been shared by higher planners involving DGBRs, ADGBRs, CEs and similarly

the managers and executives at various levels involving BRO and Civil firms consisting of Savronik,

Maccaferri, SAJV, SMEC, D2, BRO Subordinate staff and Casual Paid Labourers.  The details of the

experiences shared are as under:-

S.No. Experience Shared by Number of persons

1 BRO Chief Engineer (CE) and above ranks) 07

2 BRO Ground Executives (Below CE Ranks) 262

3 Casual Paid Labourers (CPLs) 379

4 M/s D2 10

5 Snowey Mountain Engineering Corporation (SMEC) 10

6 M/s Maccaferri 122

7 M/s Strabag Afcon Joint Venture (SAJV) 488

8 M/s Savronik 222

Total 1500

The construction of Atal Tunnel, Rohtang with its unique design, construction and variety of challenges

faced during its planning, survey and construction is a marvel of engineering. A large number of

planners involving the DGBRs, ADGBRs, CEs, Engineers, Geologists, Survey experts, Equipment

managers, E&M experts and Casual Paid Labourers (CPLs) including contractors were associated

with it and the numbers exceeded 1500 personnel. Since it is a unique feat of engineering, the

experiences associated with all those involved in the planning and construction of the tunnel has

been compiled.

“Experience is making mistakes and learning from them”.

Bill Aekman
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LEARNING FROM THE EXPERIENCES

Experiences of Higher Executives

Higher echelons  of BRO involved in the planning and construction of Atal Tunnel, Rohtang has

brought out many issues which will help the future engineers to learn from the experiences of the

Atal Tunnel to overcome the challenges and difficulties in future tunnelling projects.

Management issues involving non performance by the indigenous JV partner AFCONS

especially when the Seri Nala challenges emerged. The working partners were shaky due

to the Seri Nala causing repeated disruptions.

Greater interaction among the various stake holders was ensured to synergize the efforts

to overcome the challenges/ difficulties faced. Weekly meetings were scheduled at the

highest level of management for speedy decision making. For non performance, greater

accountability was ensured.

Limited availability of trained executives to monitor the progress of construction of tunnel

involving multinational agencies and give instant decisions to overcome various challenges

encountered affected the output during the construction of tunnel.

A nucleus of tunnel experts was created who were trained in Graz University in Austria.

A number of executives were trained on tunnelling to ensure that on posting out, reliefs

are available and works do not suffer.

Award of the contract to different entities of the same country caused misunderstanding

and suspicion.  Slow progress by the contractors and not fully utilising their potential

required stern action to ensure success of the project.

Show cause notice was served to the concerned defaulters including the Project

Management consultant in consultation with the Chairman of Steering Committee to bring

them on track to expedite the progress of work.

Higher Level Consultants of Savronik

The Atal Tunnel Project witnessed the unprecedented event of Covid-19 Pandemic which

had a worldwide effect. It saw a temporary cessation of works followed by painstaking

built-up to complete the project within the desired deadlines

Series of actions were undertaken by the Project to kick-start construction activities, reviving

manufacturing and logistics of every manufacturer involved, including foreign firms.  In

the month of March Covid-19 pandemic stalled the work at Atal Tunnel Project. Within

the strict protocols of isolation and quarantine, coordination with government departments/

agencies, and manufactures were made. DC’s at Delhi, Gaziabad, Gurgaon, Pune, Noida,

Chennai, Banglore, Ahemdabad were approached to allow manufacturers to open their

factories.
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Ground Executives

Carriage of heavily loaded construction material day and night by drivers was an extremely

rigorous and risky task in difficult weather conditions.

They undertook material transfer in day/night shifts and successfully contributed in making

the tunnel by working overtime at times.

Specific construction challenges related to administrative issues were faced by the Project

team.

This was dealt by construction of accommodation for offices/troops, Construction of

Dhundi & Palchan bridge and its approaches to NHDL specifications.

MSP 07 was damaged due to flash floods, restart of construction of MSP 07 works, and its

completion.

Planning and Construction of balance MSPs and MNPs, which the project team was able

to construct eventually.

Middle Level Executives of SMEC

Selection of right equipment for the works was a big challenge.

Immense planning, time, and experienced personnel has to be allowed to work out for

selection of the right equipment. Effective utilisation of ROWA Conveyor system remained

big challenge for the project and a unfortunately couldn’t be used. Installation of ROWA

Conveyor system also consumed a lot of time. Finally the system had to be removed to

allow working of excavation & other ancillary works.

Middle Level Executives of Savronik

Bulk materials related to E & M work kept coming to the site which inturn created storage

problems due to its quantum.

The stores were  stacked 12 KM away from the tunnel near Solang valley Muck dumping

yard which resulted in double handling of stores.

Survey Related Issues

Surveyors of D2

The Survey challenge was 3D-monitoring of tunnel deformation. There were deformations,

exceeding one metres observed in the tunnel during excavation. As the tunnel was built

with use of New Austrian Tunnelling Method (NATM)/Drill and Blast Method, 3D-

monitoring of tunnel deformation became vital for day to day decisions and approach to

support the excavation made by tunnel engineers.
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Considering the fact, that geotechnical instrumentation was limited/missed there, the role

and importance of 3D-monitoring of tunnel deformation is hard to underestimate. It was

a daily survey work and prompt reporting via email during the excavation. The reliability

of provided information was ensured on a daily basis, including independent measurement

(cross-check), survey raw data and reports analysis. Deployment of experienced

professionals along with contemporary survey equipment and software for the data

processing done by the Contractor allowed to overcome the difficulties in survey works

faced by the Project.

Surveyors of SAJV

Alignment of the portal building for tunnel was a major challenge. This slope of the

mountain was in heavy avalanche-prone area.  The building was also supposed to be

built along the slope as there was hardly any space available to put the ventilation building.

Couple of options were worked out and final option with exit of the building in a straight

alignment with the sharp curve alignment to the approach bridge was executed.

The next challenge to construct the building in the straight alignment was the foundation

of the building. In the straight alignment, the foundation building was supposed to be

started from the level of river, around 18 metres below the level of ground floor level of

the building and hardly any rock was available to site the huge building.

Several types of foundation of the building were considered like micro pile, raft foundation.

Initially it was decided to put up the pile foundation and construct the columns of the

building on top of the pile foundation. Couple of investigation by boreholes were carried

out to design the foundation details with piles and sample were collected to evaluate the

geotechnical parameters of the strata. Finally the Portal building was constructed on raft

foundation with 37m of cut and cover section till the North Portal Ventilation Building

(NPVB) which was away from all avalanche threat and in safe zone.

While carrying out the survey, there was no bench level available in the area and while

fixing up the portal locations, it is very much essential to make the traverse survey and

close the loop of survey back to the bench level.

Bench level was brought to project site from established benchmark and was transferred

to South Portal site.  With this benchmark, surveying towards North Portal was done

incorporating the traverse survey results. Tunnel from South and North Portal was already

excavated to some metres and in the traverse survey, the error was calculated.  It was then

decided to distribute the error in both the portals, which is usually done in the engineering

to fit in to best solution.

Construction of tunnel becomes difficult due non availability of proper data pertaining to

Geological & Geotechnical conditions.

The exploration of the Geological & Geotechnical conditions should be done elaborately

to avoid any problems during construction. Data was collected during the construction

as per the problems faced.
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Executives involved in Tunnel B&R Work

BRO Engineers (Below CE Ranks)

Hard rock imposed great difficulties in drilling. Inside the tunnel working was difficult as

there was initially lot of ventilation problems which resulted in temperatures around 45°C

and humidity almost around hundred percent.

In spite of these tough conditions frequent rotation of personnel, hydration facility and

emergency systems were put in place to ensure construction.  All BRO persons achieved

good experience while working with civil Firms as they learnt new technologies and

strategies in tunnel making.

Engineers of D2

Issue that challenged the execution of the project was the unavailability of timely decisions

by the Designer and non availability of design and supporting documents like structural

calculations for changed geological condition like the Seri Nalla Fault.

Accountability of the Designer needs to be fixed in Future.

The main survey challenge of this Project was an accurate tunnel breakthrough. The

tunnel is built from two portals without intermediate access, such as an adit or borehole

from the surface.  Also the connecting road between South and North Portals was passing

via Rohtang Pass at elevation of 4000m above sea level. There was no intermediate access

to the tunnel.

The survey network had to be developed along the road, with level difference in the

traverse of more than 2000m. These were geometrical levelling (digital level DNA10,

Leica) and traverse (total station TCRA1201+, Leica) along the mountain zig-zag road

with total length more than 80 km, done several times in different years. In addition,

survey networks at each Portal were controlled plenty of times by DGPS-method (GS09,

Leica). The tunnel survey network had to be cross-checked with the use of independent

Gyroscope. There were two Gyro-campaigns in 2012 and 2016, carried out By

DMT(Germany) by using Gyrotheodolite Giromath 3000.  This technique allowed

transferring direction from survey network outside the tunnel to the tunnel face with angular

accuracy of 3". As a result the successful tunnel breakthrough was made in October

2017.

Since, tunnel work was being carried out from two sides (North Portal & South Portal),

excavation of 4 km was carried out from each Portal and due to this long distance of work

front from the portal, de-fuming was the most critical problem.

Booster fans were installed at regular distances to overcome this de-fuming problem.

It was not possible to work from North Portal for six months due to severe winter season.

Snow accumulation was more than ten feet. Preservation of tunnel excavation equipment

was a challenge.
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Every year in the month of December, all equipment/ machineries at North Portal were

shifted inside tunnel before snowfall and these equipment/ machineries were taken out

and re-commissioned to work in the month of May.

Himalayan Geology having approximately 2 km of overburden above tunnel and to

counter the different forces on the tunnel profile was a real challenge.

Rock supports were installed immediately after the face blast to avoid the deformation of

tunnel profile. Lining Stress Controller (LSC) were also installed with the lattice Girder to

minimize the geological forces and to avoid the deformation.

Executives involved in Tunnel E&M Work

BRO Engineers (CE and Above Ranks)

Lighting, Ventilation and fire fighting arrangements in world’s highest and longest tunnel

required detailed and deliberate planning due to limitation of Oxygen inside the tunnel

which will not only affect the humans but also  effect the effecting of equipments the

vehicle/plants working inside the tunnel.

In order to get the best system for Lighting, Ventilation and fire fighting various aspects

were studied and deliberated to finalizes the specifications to meet the world class

standards. Contract was awarded to the firms after detailed scrutiny.

BRO Engineers (Below CE Rank)

Timely completion of E & M contract is essential in such projects and background check

is essential during the bidding process to ensure that the firm has the capability to deliver.

Meticulous planning, detailed scurtiny and deliberations were carried out for successful

E & M contract due to the complexities of the Atal Tunnel which took some time for

finalization of the contract.

High Altitude conditions and difficult terrain resulted in multiple break down of vehicles.

Even the frequency of accidents and breakdowns was high especially of the drilling

equipment. Equally demanding task was of repairing of vehicles in cold weather conditions.

In spite of such difficult circumstances all measures were taken of heating up machines

prior to use and using day and night repair teams to continue non-stop working of

personnel.

During extreme cold conditions drivers faced the problem of skidding of vehicles which

they obviated using chains. The use of track chains caused greater wear and tear.

Additional vehicle  tyres were supplied to maintain fitness and functioning of vehicles.

Vehicles, compressors and generator batteries discharged much faster, resulting in starting

problems.

Projects have been supplied with cold starting kit in all vehicles and equipment like

generators.
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The drivers were unable to assess road alignment due to whiteout conditions in snow.

Same was reduced by use of flags and lights and with the help of guides.

The radio operators were unable to utilize radio sets because of effect of cold on batteries.

Additional satellite phones were given to operators to cater for emergency communications

and multiple radio equipment was utilised for ensuring communications.

The new technology equipment posed a peculiar problem to the repair teams as they

had no previous knowledge or expertise on the equipment used.

Number of courses were organised on site and familiarisation capsules were run by the

firms. A major lesson learnt by all mechanics was always carry adequate spares and tools

to cater for any emergency.

Engineers of SMEC

 Storage of the electrical equipment was a tough job as the allocated open yard store was

snow covered. Also, the electrical panel and transformers and other electrical equipment

shifting in the electrical niches was a big challenging job because of the limited space.

The equipment was shifted directly to the electrical niches so as to safeguard the equipment.

Also during the installation process the equipment’s location was optimized at site to

accommodate in the limited space for the equipment.

Erection of the electromechanical equipment when civil contractor was working in parallel

in Main and Egress tunnel was a challenge.

Detailed coordination with Civil contractor’s representative was established and

movement of the equipment was planned through available Rohtang Pass for North Portal

Ventilation building equipment. Since the Pavment Quality Concrete (PQC) machine

inside the main tunnel blocked the access to the North Portal, it was planned to install the

cable trays from both the portals till the PQC machine by deploying two different erection

trucks in the tunnel.  The Erection truck was modified to speed up the erection work in

the main tunnel which was very helpful, cost effective and time saver for the contractor.

This arrangement helped in cable trays, tunnel lighting, speakers, cameras, data cable

erection etc.

Designed RCC Foundation for the Axial Fans were very time taking and was a major

constraint for the completion of the project within the target date of inauguration.  Since

the area was parallel being accessed by the other stake holders (i.e. Lot 1 Strabag – Afcons

JV, Portal Architect). Also loading over the building slab due to the concrete mass was

also a concern for safety of the building stability due to additional loading of the snow

which is totally unpredictable.

E&M Engineers came up with the solution of MS beam structure support/foundation

structure for Axial Fans. The foundation support work was completed in the area within

the predicted timelines of the project inauguration and was cost effective  for the Contractor.
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Ventilation Building Cut out Coordination for the Variable frequency Drive (VFD) panel

shifting, it was observed that the access door dimensions for the VFD panel room was not

sufficient since the design of the civil structure was designed before the finalization of

electrical VFD panel and the work was completed by the Civil(Lot1 ) Contractor.

A new door was proposed considering the VFD panel dimensions near concrete wall

between Axial Fan room and the VFD Panel Room. It was also proposed to close the

existing door cut out with 9" masonry wall leading to the Fan room and to relocate the

Fire door of the same size (1000X2100mm) at the new location. The wall was cut with

the special arrangement of Hiliti’s diamond wire rope cutting system.

For installation of MID’s and Intake Silencers at South Portal Ventilation Building (SPVB),

Lot 2 contractor submitted drawings to Lot 1 contractor through the IE Civil for cut out

sizes of MID/Intake silencers as 3200 X 3200 mm  as against the requirement of 3000 X

3000 mm.

E&M Engineer proposed Lot2 Engineers at site to install lSMC 200X100mm on both sides

of the opening to correct the opening size to 3000X3000mm for ease of installation of the

MlD’s and Intake silencers. Lot2 have carried out the work partly for inauguration of the

project.

For base support for Intake and Discharge Silencers at SPVB and NPVB, Lot 2 submitted

drawings for RCC foundations for the installation of Intake and Discharge silencers.

E&M Engineer suggested for a steel structural base frame for the installation of the silencers

to fast track the works and also cost effective for the LOT 2 contractor.

Closing of Access hatch on the Ventilation slab and Fan rooms of NPVB and SPVB, Lot 2

were proposing Fire rated doors for the closure of the openings.

E&M Engineer suggested that to make use of Steel structures viz. ISMC and Chequered

plate for closure of the openings. Lot 2 carried out the works but used ISA 75 X 75 mm

instead of ISMC 150 X 75 mm. This led to gaps between the slab and the frame. It is not

an air tight arrangement and can lead to reduced performance of the Tunnel Ventilation

system.

Major challenge at work was Access Hatch of Main Axial Fans.  The size of Access hatch

in ventilation building for main Axial fan made by LOT-1 was smaller than Axial Fan.

The slab was cut according to the size of Axial fan with the help of Hilti’s diamond rope

for timely completion of Project

In LV & HV conduit pipes are choked during casting of conduit trench i.e. some conduits

are choked due to waste materials & concrete etc. This was a big challenge for cable

laying in LV and HV conduits.

E&M Engineer suggested Lot 1 Contractor and  was asked to deploy the additional labour

to check all  LV and HV conduits, identify the choked conduits and repair & clean the

damaged conduit under the supervision of both LE with LOT 1 & LOT 2  contractor.
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Over Head Line from South Portal Sub Station (SPSS) to SPVB was major issue for charging

of GIS in SPVB and Electrical Nich (EN’s).

E&M engineers in coordination with LOT 2 contractor advised to lay HOPE pipe inside

the road covered with sand for crossing of 11 KV & 33 KV cable.

The isolated location of the tunnel was a major challenge for the provision of reliable

electric power supplies which is a prerequisite for a safe tunnel operation. Given the

remoteness, the difficult terrain and weather extremes, providing a resilient system was a

major challenge.

This major challenge was met by  incorporation of multiple independent power supplies

spread over diverse geographical locations to minimize the vulnerability of any single or

combination of supplies.

 Engineers of Savronik

Difficulties in underground LV cable laying in conduit inside the tunnel was faced as

conduits were chocked due to icing of water and sludge formation during the construction

of conduits.

Before laying cable, conduit survey was undertaken and found that conduits were choked

due to water freezing and sludge. To overcome this problem cleaning of conduit was

organized. It was a herculean task because use of water for cleaning was further aggravating

the problem of chocking due to icing. Finally duct rod was used and whole construction

stretch was broken many times to avoid chocking.

 Installation and operation of electric equipment inside EN became difficult due to water

leakage as equipments were sensitive and operation required no/ limited moisture content

in environment for proper functioning.

Before installation of electrical equipment, water leakage issue was raised to BRO who

employed dedicated contractor to resolve the issue to make nitches, dry.

 Engineers of SAJV

Cable laying in underground ducts inside tunnel was very difficult and challenging.

The problems of cables laying through ducts was eliminated by laying ducts in steel mesh

and providing ropes and end caps before encasing in concrete.

Executives involved in Road Work

BRO Engineers (Below CE Ranks)

Number of problems were faced as the approach roads to the tunnel site were not available

during initial period.
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It is important that this aspect should always be looked into tunnel construction and

approaches to worksites should be made first otherwise it delays move of machinery and

affects the works.

Avalanches, sub-zero temperatures, heavy snowfall, landslides, shooting stones all posed

severe risk to physical safety of personnel working on road works. During winters and

rains it is extremely difficult to undertake construction works.

To obviate this threat Avalanche and Snow Protection Structures were made during the

construction. Assistance to identifying snow points was taken from SASE and these areas

were marked and snow galleries were constructed at all such struggle points.

Casual Paid Labour (CPL)

Casual Paid Labour (CPL) faced high altitude and extreme winter sub zero working

conditions. CPLs did permanent work, floor protection, road maintenance, drain clearance,

jungle clearance and snow clearance during winters on approach road to South Portal

(ARSP). This area experiences heavy rainfall during monsoon season and heavy snowfall

during winters. About 10 to 15 feet snow accumulated on road during peak winters.

Temperature goes in minus during winters and it was very difficult to work while  snow

clearing.

All CPLs were given safety gears like snow goggles, gum boots and hand gloves to protect

from cold climate during working. New personnel equipment were issued if the equipment

weathered due to daily wear and tear. For heating purpose, adequate firewood and

kerosene stoves were provided. Hot food was provided at the site and salary was given at

right time which kept CPLs motivated always. Water pumps were employed by the BRO

to flush the excess water. Proper ventilation system provided inside tunnel during working.

CPL worked in odd weather conditions to avoid any traffic blockages and kept the traffic

flowing on road.  It was a proud moment for all CPLs to work on a Project, inaugurated

and appreciated by the Hon’ble PM.

Area is located above 10000 feet and temperature goes to minus in winter. Extreme low

temperature froze water pipelines, which was a major challenge. Plumbers did restoration

of pipelines installed in Project Camps, fitting of new pipelines and repair of damaged

lines.  During winter season, pipelines froze frequently and plumbers had to work to

restore the water supply for CPLs. Temperature during winter fells below -20O C  and it

was difficult to work on road.

CPL used kerosene operated blowers to melt the frozen ice from pipelines and kept it

functional round the clock. Adequate Kerosene was provided at all the times to keep the

water flowing through pipelines in extreme winters. Adequate good quality plumbing

tools were provided which could ease our work in extreme cold temperatures. Hot food

was provided at the site and salary was given at right time which kept us motivated always.

Adequate bonus were also provided in terms of good living shelters, potable water,
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transportation of ration from market to camp site etc. We worked tirelessly to keep the

uninterrupted water supply for residential Camps 24 hours, so that work force may remain

ready all time for their duties. Overall we enjoyed our work with worship and ensured

that given task is completed on time. It was a proud moment for all CPLs to work on a

Project, inaugurated and appreciated by the Hon’ble Prime Minister.

CPL faced high altitude and extreme winter sub zero working conditions. Excavation

work involved working with snow and cold water. During winters we faced problems

with cement work and with bricks. Due to High Altitude we used to get exhausted early

due to limited Oxygen problem. Due to excessive snowfall frequent landslides occurred

which blocked the road during winter.

Firewood and kerosene stove were used while snow clearing and safety gears like snow

goggles, gum boots and hand gloves to protect from cold water in cold climate were

used. Adequate safety was observed while working along with availability of good

machinery. Also good hygiene and sanitation was maintained at the worksite. Hot food

was provided at the site. For heating purpose, adequate firewood and kerosene stoves

were provided. New personnel equipment were issued if the equipment weathered out

due to daily wear and tear. Proper ventilation system was maintained at the tunnel while

working inside.

Masons were employed on construction of permanent structure, drain repair, floor

protection, and road maintenance and snow clearance. This area experiences heavy

rainfall during rainy season and heavy snowfall in winters. Mason had to work during

extreme winters facing challenges of sub zero temperature which made the task much

more difficult.

Adequate safety was observed while working with modern of tools. Modern tools facilitated

speed of work and working under difficult conditions. Mason worked tirelessly to complete

the task on time

Engineers of SAJV

Lot of efforts were required for proper drainage of water on road sides. the accumulated

water on road effected the work.

The internal road of any Tunnel should have cross cambers and drainage line on both

sides.

Problems Encountered in Seri Nala

BRO Engineers (CE and Above Ranks)

While tackling the Seri Nala, precipitation due to Seri Nala was causing repeated roof

collapse resulting in fear factor among workers especially from STRABAG. Fortunately

there was no casualty but contractor was reluctant to work and proposed for diversion
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which was ruled out after due deliberations

Additional equipment was inducted to safely tackle the problem and simultaneously

expedite the progress on North Portal. There is a need to have an alarming system and

watch eyes to cater for such contingencies.

BRO Engineers (Below CE Rank)

Seri Nala outflow was a life-threatening situation.

Unique techniques for arresting the water percolation action in Seri Nala Fault Zone

were executed. Even after huge overburden pressure over the cutting portion of tunnel,

the ventilation system adopted for tunnel and drainage system through Egress tunnel using

the perforated pipes were best suited. Outsourcing the consultancy work helped in

undertaking countermeasures in diverting Seri Nala.

 Time related cost for the delay in the work in Seri Nala area  was not part of contract and

adequate funds required to be released to the contractors to maintain cash flow of the

contractor.

This critical aspect should be catered in contract for all future projects.

Engineers of  D2-ITC, PEMS

Seri Nala Fault was expected to be encountered between tunnel Chainage 2+250 and

2750.00 as per Tender drawing/documents. During the excavation of tunnel the Seri

Nala Fault Zone was encountered between tunnel Chainage 1+918 and Chainage

2+462. The South Portal in the Seri Nala Fault Zone faced collapses several times. The

Zone presented extremely fractured pulverized rock and very poor geological conditions.

There was heavy water ingress in this area. Need was felt for Geological investigations.

Geological investigations were carried out in Seri Nala Fault Zone to acquire information

about the geology of the area. Three types of investigations as mentioned below were

important to identify the measures to be taken to arrest the problem of Seri Nala :-

� Core Drilling

� Water Pressure Test (WPT)

� Tunnel  Seismic Profiling (TSP)

The Seri Nala Fault Zone was encountered between Chainage 1+918 and Chainage

2+462 where the encountered contact was Quartzite Schist and Phyllitic Quartzite.

Between Chainage 2+045 and Chainage 2+458.2 total 40 rounds of pipe roofs were

installed which were in both single row and double row. 40 rounds of pipe roofing

was done during Seri Nala with different length & dia between Chainage 2+045 to

Chainage 2+458.
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� Single & double layer pipe roof.

� Pipe roofing using dia 76.0, 88.9 & 114.3 mm.

� Length of pipe roof used 9.12 & 15 m.

� 40 mm rods were also inserted within pipe roof to act as additional reinforcement

along with Fore-poling.

� Drainage pipes of 9 m to 24 m drilled with76 mm dia.

The Rohtang Tunnel has been excavated using the Drill and Blast method by application

of the NATM philosophy from both tunnel portals. It is geologically located in the central

crystalline zone, a major tectonic element of the Himalayas. The rock types encountered

was alternate sequence of quartzitic, schist, intermixing of quartzitic phyllite/phyllitic

quartzite and phyllite where as the North Portal started with a sequence of biotite mica

schist and magmatic gneiss. Maximum overburden of the tunnel reached 1860 m near

Chainage 6+000. The most complex and complicated geological condition was found

in Seri Nala Fault Zone within Chainage 1+887 to Chainage 2+474.5 with maximum

overburden betwen 300-400 m and located under small river valley.  In this area extremely

poor and loose geological condition were encountered, called river borne material. This

stretch was influenced with large water inflows and frequent material ingresses. These

issues posed a major challenge for resolution of Seri Nala Fault Zone.

In connection with extensive problems during top heading excavation within Seri Nala

Fault Zone (which was biggest challenge in this Project). Remedial works in Seri Nala

started by survey of fresh top heading profiles every 1m. This was done step by step after

removal of ventilation ducts and clearing the tunnel. Based on survey profiles and

geotechnical condition, inner radius for primary lining were planned in accordance with

predicted tunnel convergences during bench and deep invert excavation, taking in to

account smoothening and waterproofing  layers. Different types of re-profiling works in

Seri Nala Fault Zone based on actual shape of top heading primary lining. Backfilling of

all pipe roof sawtooth was done using  additional lattice girders and wire meshes and

shotcret as a shell in correct position. Free space of varying thickness above the shell was

gradually filled by Shotcrete. Start of Sawtooth (first few metres) which was usually in

undercut sections had to be removed.

Struggle with large deformation of primary lining at several sections of North Portal was

very challenging. The Contractor excavated tunnel with different geological conditions

and high overburden. This overburden caused stress on primary lining during excavation

by squeezing conditions with development of cracks in shotcrete lining. Shotcrete Cracking

in the primary lining always developed in rear side from the Tunnel face  approximate

15 to 20 metre behind the face in crown portion between 12 O’clock to 1 O’clock position.

To minimize the deformation and cracking of the primary lining, we usually used additional
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rock bolting. If not helped, new SLOTs with positive reaction of primary lining used.

Actually Slot was a gap of width 50 cm, which was created in our case at about 1O’clock

position. Slot  required only 1 layer of wire mesh and thin layer of Shotcrete to enable the

rock mass to release stress through that gap and prevent rock/ Shotcrete from falling down

or significantly damage the primary  lining. If that approach also failed then this was

addressed by using LSC which ensured the integrity of shotcrete shell.

Engineers of  SMEC

Seri Nala Fault Zone was encountered at Chainage 1+900 on West side with loose

material consisting of boulders, cobbles, pebbles and gravels of different rock type

embedded in silty sandy clay matrix. End point of this fault zone was at Chainage 2+460

on East side. In July 2016, the heading excavation at Chainage 2+373 was held up due

to very poor face strata of tunnel. Pocket of river bound material in the form of sub-rounded

boulders, cobbles, pebbles and gravels with courses was observed. For the contractor,

even a single metre of heading excavation was difficult and water in flow was around

140 liters per second from the top perimeter of tunnel.

To overcome this problems contractor was instructed to excavate the heading in a small

portions of 1 to 2 metres, and insert the anchor bolts, fix the wire mesh and apply the

shotcrete (sprayed concrete) over it. This process of panel excavations in the top perimeter

was successful by putting lattice girders in the top perimeter and shortcreting.

 Engineers of  SAJV

The most   challenging job of this tunnelling work was excavation through Seri Nala Fault

Zone between Chainage 1+887 to Chainage 2+474 where the tunnel support system

was required to be redesigned due the shear zone with heavy ingress of water up to 140

ltr per second, carrying heavy muck inflow during face excavation.

It took around four years to overcome the Seri Nala Heading-1 excavation by undertaking

several methods of tunnel supports as well as targeted consolidation grouting of

surrounding environment near the tunnel. At the whole section of Seri Nalla Zone several

types of remedial actions were implemented. The measures taken were dewatering pipes

installation; single and multistage grouting using rock bolts or pipes of 76/ 89/114 mm dia

and sequential excavation with top heading division into small panels. For immediate

support  fibre shotcrete, wire mesh, rock bolts, single/double pipe roofing, PU grouting,

pilot tunnel and temporary invert of top heading were used.  In total 40000 metres length

of pipe roof umbrellas were installed within Seri Nala Fault Zone.

Seri Nala problem was the biggest challenge for the contractor which was ever faced

earlier. The corrective measures took considerable time to tackle the Seri Nala.

Tunnelling is very complex process and it is essentials for the Employer to clinically verify

the experience and availability of suitable manpower for bidder before awarding the job.
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Problems encountered in North & South Portals

Engineers of  D2-ITC, PEMS

As the South Portal area was in landslide zone, and both Portals were located in

avalanche-prone slopes and the stability of benchmarks was doubtful.

Control measurement between the Portals had to be addressed again before the

breakthrough and same was done clone accordingly.

Engineers of  SMEC

Portal buildings were deferred in the beginning with the good intention to start the

tunnelling works as soon as possible. However in the later stage, portal buildings itself

became very critical for the completion of the project.

The biggest challenge in majority of the highway tunnelling project will remain that the

tunnelling works and portal building shall be so located that the tunnelling works and

portal buildings works could be done simultaneously. However due to tough terrain and

restriction in the space availability, it was  not possible to commence both the activities

simultaneously. The building works are directly linked with Electromechanical works

and therefore it is necessary that building works are completed parallel with the tunnel.

 Engineers of  SAJV

Construction of Portal buildings was  delayed and completed along with main Tunnel.

This contruction was delayed by contractor due to criticality of labour.

The Portal buildings should have been started much earlier along with Tunnel construction

to avoid problems in later phase resulting in time penality.

Slope protection/cutting was done during finishing time of the main tunnel and was

neglected by the contractor because of criticality of labour.

The works of slope protection/cuttings should have been taken right in the beginning of

the Project to avoid problems at later stage.

Administrative Aspects

BRO (CE and Above Ranks)

Frequent posting of personnel as per the existing norms also affected the pace of

construction of tunnel as limited expertise was available.

Greater amount of expertise was generated by training executives in tunnel construction

technology and when ever essential, the tenure of concerned personnel was also extended.

Move of heavy stores to South and North Portal especially during the onset of winters was

a challenging task and required repeated snow clearance.
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To ensure uninterrupted move of heavy stores to both portals additional efforts and

equipment was utilised for snow clearance.

Disposal of excavated rock/ mud required suitable places without affecting the environment

and causing any problems to the locals.

Appropriate disposal of excavated rock/ mud was ensured by identifying suitable locations

in coordination with civil administration and locals.

BRO (Below CE Rank)

Office infrastructure is a perquisite before undertaking such major works in difficult areas.

Though the basic was available however construction of this infrastructure is very essential.

Sometimes, it was the human spirit that prevailed over adversity and there were cases

where in inspite of extreme winter conditions when the office was cut off and office staff

had to walk long distances. In a particular case up to 12 Kms walks was undertaken by

office staff to make successful payment to the firms in time. This displayed high level of

motivation and esprit de Corps of BRO.

Food and Supplies was a major issue as food and water both froze, during winters persons

who were across the North Portal had difficulty in supplies and cooking became difficult

for them due to road being cut off.

Winter stocking was carried out and all support was provided in terms of fuel and wood

to cater for extreme winter and snowfall.

Maintenance and storekeeping was extremely challenging in winters as number of stores

and equipment were buried under snow due to heavy snowfall.

Measures like sheds and periodic maintenance and repair was prerequisite to maintain

maximum serviceability. Additional repair teams were also provided from adjoining Task

Forces to augment the resources of the mechanics.

Forest clearances are an inseparable part of such mega projects. it is very essential that

environment protection measures are put in place to safeguard the interest of local

environment.

BRO coordinated well with  Principal Chief Conservator of Forests (PCCF), Shimla (HP),

RFO Manali & DFO Kullu, nearby villagers and other civil authorities which resulted in

getting faster forest clearances and approvals and ensuring measures to protect the

environment.

Casual Paid Labour (CPL)

Certain CPLs having first Aid Knowledge have been working as trained Nurse in Project

Medical Inspection Room (MIR) since 2017. The Project has one Doctor and one Nursing
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supervisor. When Doctor and Nursing supervisor were away, station faced difficulty in

managing the patients. During winter season frequent avalanches and landslides in

monsoon resulted in increased injuries to the man working on approach roads and tunnel.

Trained CPLs provided first aid and nursing assistance to patients and general treatment

in consultation with Doctor on Phone. Adequate medical supplies and facilities were

arranged during the construction of tunnel. First Aid and necessary medical facilities were

always kept ready at the tunnel site. Adequate acclimatisation was carried out for all

persons who joined from plains for work at tunnel. Medical staff  provided First Aid and

required treatment under guidance of Doctor. During Covid -19 100% thermal scanning

of outsiders and people joining back from leave was ensured and as required quarantine

facilities were created.

 D2

Coordination of all Project activities was severely affected due to office building distribution

in Project area curtailing the flexibility required for resolving site issues between all parties

during such operations.

As a lesson for future projects, the camp facilities should be so organized and placed at

one place so that all the parties should interact directly and maintain proper update from

site.

Difficulties faced before deep invert excavation works, were during extension of existing

Lattice girders and primary lining support approximately 2 m below SPL. This activity

stretch from Chainage 2+225 to  Chainage 2+436 and was one of the most challenging

activity as in the last leg of the fault zone, as water was gushing inside the tunnel and soft

ground material below existing shotcrete shell was unstable. Stabilization layers of shotcrete

were required and repeated 2 or 3 times in sequence.

The sides were strengthen by drilling of grouted Self-Drilling Rock Bolt of depth 7m to

10m at a distance of 1m each at both western and eastern side of the tunnel face. Several

drainage pipes were drilled to relieve pressurized water ingress with sound records of

relocating material behind the primary lining shell. These activities prior to start of deep

invert excavation in this stretch had to be deeply evaluated with behaviour of primary

lining support  in reaction  to our activity for that, 3D Monitoring  was implemented with

requirements  for daily update on the trend achieved. Top Heading re-profilation works

in critical stretch from Chainage 2+396  to Chainage 2+416 had to be monitored.

Maccaferri

The worksites were located in far flung areas and are in isolation. Provision of

accommodation and medical care to workers was also a major issue. The problem was

amplified due to prevailing COVID-19 pandemic.
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Maccaferri ensured timely payment of salaries to all workers. Facilities like accommodation

with dining mess providing hot food, was also provided. In addition winter protection

clothing was provided. Routine medical check was also carried out. All workers were

given medical insurance and PF to keep them motivated and in good health.

 Savronik

 To avoid the time delay in completion of tunnel, both agencies Lot-1 (SAJV) and Lot-2

(SAVRONIK) were doing simultaneous work. Sometimes Lot-1 contractor prioritized their

work and left no space for working of Lot-2 Contractor. Simultaneous works of more than

one agency on one site creates difficulty in execution of work properly.

For proper coordination, meeting was arranged every week at HQ CE (P) Rohtang Tunnel.

CE coordinated with all agencies for optimium utilisation of time and space.

Availability of labour specially in lockdown period was difficult

For technical manpower (engineers), DC’s of various districts were contacted for their

move to tunnel site. Local labours from Solang valley, Burwa, Spiti, Lahaul were explored

and quarantine centres were established before putting them on worksite.

Delay in finalization of design & Material Approved File (MAF).

Proactive actions were taken to coordinate series of Video conferences and site meetings

between Proof checker- SMEC and designer- SAVRONIK by BRO. Relentless efforts were

made to finalize things according to ground conditions.

Weather Related Aspects

BRO (Below CE Ranks)

Extreme cold climate, heavy snowfall during winter season up to 10 to 15 feet, cloud

bursts and regular avalanches in the area made working difficult.

BRO personnel including labours were provided with special winter clothing for protection

against the vagaries of nature.

Shooting Stones posed a risk to all persons and most of the personnel faced difficulty in

breathing due to high altitude.

All personnel working on the project were always regularly to lookout for trouble areas

during passing and also emergency response team were formed to cater for any such

contingency. Adequate oxygen cylinders were provided in the Medical rooms for oxygen

emergencies.

Most personnel highlighted the conditions of isolation and separation from family for

prolonged period.
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There is a need to have adequate accommodation for families during such projects with

long construction periods because it helps in boosting the morale and enhancing the

efficiency of the team.

Casual Paid Labour (CPL)

During winter season, we faced frequent avalanches which affected our vehicle

movements on road. During heavy snowfall we worked tirelessly to keep the uninterrupted

supply of stores and movement of CPLs to tunnel.

CPLs generally used Urea and common salt in the morning on road for quick melting of

ice from road, so that all individuals and equipment could induct timely and safely. We

were given snow chains for providing safety while driving vehicles during winters. We

used firewood and kerosene stove while snow clearing and wore safety gears like snow

goggles, gum boots and hand gloves to protect us from vagaries of  cold climate. Adequate

safety was observed while working along well maintained machinery. We always kept

rescue teams on alert while moving with vehicles carrying officers and other material to

meet any contingencies.

SMEC

Since the project site is 3000 m above the mean sea level, these are difficult condition to

work for the human beings especially in the North Portal which remained snowbound

for more than 07 months and working conditions were not easy.

Adequate warm and winter clothing alonwith special gears were given to protect against

the vagaries of weather.

Repeated occurence of avalanches and subsidence in the portal areas had major  impact

on security of communications which is vital for safety.

This had to be meet by the distribution of tunnel control and backup facilities over a

greater area as compared to a relatively compact typical urban tunnel layout which in

turn meant that the Atal Tunnel required a greater diversity in the cable routing of not

only the power supplies but also the control and communication systems to enhance

reliability under adverse conditions

Remoteness of the area also had deep impacts on communications where the recognized

safety involvement of “in vehicle” radio broadcast and mobile phone coverage could not

be fully utilised due to the insufficient density of coverage of these services in the

mountainous location.

This situation had to be covered by greater reliance on enhancing other measures such

as the use of state of the art automatic video detection, automatic fire detection, roadside

phones and audible evacuation systems.
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Altitude provided another challenge as most electrical and mechanical equipment is

designed primarily to work at lower altitudes, where at these elevated levels with the less

dense air, electrical insulation and heat dissipation differs considerably from sea level.

This aspect required detailed attention to the selection and application of electrical

equipment as well as considerations to the varying characteristics of air delivery for the

critical ventilation systems that are required in the tunnel.

 Garg & Garg

Area is located above 10000 feet and temperature is minus in winter. Working in extreme

cold climate was a major challenge.

Work was undertaken only during May to September which was fair weather season.

During monsoons, work has to be stopped intermittently but all persons could work only

utilizing the fair weather time.

Maccaferri

The worksite was located at an altitude of 10000 feet and reaching the worksite was a

tough job. The harsh and extreme climatic condition was also a challenging experience

for all the members of the team. Many members found the location of site too far from the

road head. The walk till the site was tiresome for them. Some members of the team felt the

evening wind was very speedy and harsh  due to which they used to get headache.

Lifting of material and machinery at such high altitudes was getting difficult to number of

team members.

Taking short rest/breaks and motivating each other and listening to motivational music

was resorted to. The company had provided wolen jackets to all the workers to overcome

the extreme cold conditions. The company had  also ensured that the staff were provided

with adequate nourishment in terms of high calorie diet and hot tea at regular intervals. In

addition the team members kept themselves motivated by listening to music.

 Savronik

It was difficult to do masonry/plaster work in control room building due to cold weather.

When plaster on wall was done, after sometime it  automatically came out from wall and

would not stick properly on the surface.

Hot water was used for preparation of mix of cement & sand. Plaster work was done in

controlled environment using heaters. And required temperature was maintained for

setting of plaster.

During winter season works like cable tray installation, fire hydrant pipe installation were

carried out, when high velocity air as -15° C temperature, was flowing inside the tunnel.

Even holding of tools for fixing the console was too difficult due to cold weather.
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To reduce  the affect of cold waves, wind barrier was constructed at North Portal of tunnel

to restrict the cold air flow. Wind barriers were fabricated on trucks/vehicles which were

used by workers while installing cable tray.

During the winter season, heavy snowfall created problems in movement of vehicles

carrying consignment for tunnel. From Manali to tunnel site, trucks carrying consignments

used to get stuck in snow.

Monitoring of weather forecast was done and special team was created to monitor and

rescue vehicles. Local administration, DRDO and BRO were approached to help in

movement of vehicles. Movements on snowbound areas were restricted to day time. Anti

skid chains for tyres were used to avoid slipping. Equipments like Hydra & Backhoe

loader were used to assist loaded vehicles on snow path.

Contractual Aspects

D2

The different interpretations of the contract by the parties (which is a normal thing) and

the non-acceptance of decisions by the Dispute Adjudication Board (DAB).

For a project of this size, a DAB with 3 members who are really independent (not part of

the Engineer) is required and it is strongly suggested  for future tunnel projects. The DAB

should be a standing (permanently involved) tribunal, with ongoing site visits and at low

level for getting them involved as the DAB can resolve issues at an early stage (according

to  the new FIDIC books from 2017 - 2019). There should not be an automatic notice of

dissatisfaction on DAB decisions as this is not the intention of the contractual stipulations

according to FIDIC.

There were  number of contract related issues which needs to be addressed in all future

contracts.

The Employer should add the following clauses in future contracts to avoid any contractual

issues:-

� The contractor should agree to open an escrow account for monitoring usage of

advance amount and submit all documents.

� The contractor to submit all details of Plants/ Equipment for which the Employer

provides Advance payment.

� The contractor to submit details of division of works in percentage for different Portals

of Tunnel.

� The contractor to submit details of overhead & Indirect costs before commencement

of work at site.
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� The contractor to submit a rate for TRC to be used for any EOT  (which is eligible for

TRC).

� The Program should be with sufficient details and to be prepared in primavera (latest

edition) and the Contractor to provide an original soft copy of the program to the Employer

for monitoring purposes.

� The contractor to submit Updated Program during Review Meetings and submit

weekly program for monitoring site activities.

� The Contractor to submit the working BoQ before commencement of work to the

Employer.

� The Design consultant should be made responsible for accuracy of Rock Classes

and suitable provision should be made in the contract for taking action for non-

compliances.

� The working FFC drawing should be made available by the Design consultant in a

time and accepted by the Employer.

� The procedure for variations in the contract should be agreed between the parties

right at the beginning of the contract.

� No amendment to be made in FIDIC regarding DAB (Clauses 20.2.20.3 &20.4)

� Value Engineering Proposals should be disposed in a time bound manner to be

decided by the by the Employer and contractor.

� The Contractor to submit an updated program based on baseline program showing

the effect of the delay on completion of project.
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LESSONS LEARNT

“Challenging situations can be uncomfotable, particularly if they involve

stepping out of your comfort zone to learn a new skill or kick-start a new

venture. But those are the times that will carry you through future difficulties.”

Oscar Auliq-Ice

Recce And Survey of the Atal Tunnel

Atal Tunnel is situated in the upper Himalayas and was supposed to provide access to the high

mountain, Rohtang Pass, so that all-time connectivity is established.  The altitude of Rohtang Pass is

3500 m and from the elevation, it can be imagined that carrying out the recce to figure out the

alignment was a difficult task.

The recce of the entire stretch along the existing road was carried out from Manali to Sisu.  A couple

of locations were identified to fix up the portal location and the tunnel alignment.  Another alternate

from the already built tunnel was from the village Kothi. Recce for some miles from Kothi village

towards the Koksar village was done (source RITES Ltd report) and the stretch where the recce was

done, the geological information collected from the outcrop was, favourable.  The other factors like

forest coverage, inhabitations ratio, fault zone, and subsequently Nala and groundwater were also

estimated.  Evaluating the above factors, the tunnel alignment looked to be favourable, however, due

to high mountains and steep slopes; the recce of the area was not possible. On this alignment, the

major issue was the portal location at both the ends and reasonable stretch of road after the exit of the

tunnel was in the heavy avalanche-prone area and also the length of the tunnel would have been

longer that the existing built tunnel.

For the recce purpose key issues considered were ground interpretation, collected geological

information portal establishment, stabilisation, with avalanche protection structures and  the avalanche

formation zone and its length, etc.  Data so collected was needed to include photographic evidence,

geological mapping information and measurements of exposed geological jointing and interpretation

of the quality of local rock outcrops, forest coverage. All the above information collected are typically

used for Preliminary design of portals, slope retaining structures, support systems, lining, road pavement

and drainage systems with specific reference to the geology of the area and the depth of overburden.

Once the above information is collected from the surface interpretation, further subsurface exploration

is undertaken.  Important to note that the requirements of this investigation will only be appreciated

once a sufficiently detailed preliminary design has been prepared. In this respect, the concept design
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will drive the requirements of the ground investigation.  Thus any investigation undertaken prematurely

could lead to the gathering of data that is later found by the tunnel designers to be unsuitable, offering

little or no value to the project.

Therefore from the above, it is clear that recce is the first and utmost work to be taken up for any

project to be taken up as it provides the first-hand information which can be used for the tentative

geological model, find out the feasibility of the project, approximate budgeting forecast of the project,

etc.  Sometimes if recce is not possible and some aerial methods are required to be adopted as an

alternative.

From Atal Tunnel, it is learned that the mountains recee is not possible and similar situation will be

faced in many upcoming projects. Aerial surveys, drone photography, high resolutions satellite images

etc., should be used to a maximum extent.

Portal Survey. It is very essential to take the in-depth survey works, especially for the Portals. Portal

locations involve the high slope cuts, approach roads and essential services buildings.  Therefore it is

worth to put good amount of time to carry out the survey works.

The results of this initial phase of work, which means recce, enabled the identification of a potential

South Portal site. The location was reported as being at a reduced level of around 2970 m above sea

level (ASL) at a location that is approximately 1.5 km upstream from the confluence point of the Seri

Nala and the Beas Kund Nala. GSI identified this portal location as it coincides with an outcrop of

exposed competent rock. Notably, this portal site is judged to lie below the seasonal snow line for the

area, which was noted as being around 3000 m ASL.

Based on this initial assessment, portal site options were further worked out.  In one of the option, it

would require the construction of a bridge to span across the Seri Nala at a reduced level of around

3000 m. This idea was rejected primarily because the approach road and bridge would be susceptible

to yearly winter snow avalanches. The second alternate option coincided with a location positioned

between km 8 and km 9. This option was reported to be discounted as it would add around 800m to

the overall tunnel length, raising the estimated capital cost for the project. The preferred option was

finalised by RITES Ltd at co-ordinates 3600611.56 Eastings and 936095.98 Northings and at a level

of 2980 m ASL.

It was judged that the main advantages of this option were the good quality material at this location,

as evident from the rock exposure and also the improved feasibility of constructing an approach

road. The alignment of the approach road was further investigated as part of the scope of the study.

Two options were considered that fell on either side of the Seri Nala. The option that proposed the

alignment to be on the same side as the portal would ensure that incoming drivers to the tunnel

would safely see the tunnel entrance to the portal from a reasonable distance. This could be achieved

by designing the road alignment to have a long horizontal curve. To accommodate this arrangement

a platform area immediately in front of the portal would need to be sized, such that it would have a

minimum area of about 120 m in length by 75 m in width. This area made allowance for infrastructure

buildings to house ventilation and other services, as well as parking that will be needed at the site.
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The main drawback of this arrangement relates to the fact that slopes would need to be cut into the

hillside that would be around 80 m high. This requirement would in reality impose some engineering

challenges. The alternate option considered would involve the road to approach from the opposite

side of the valley, such that the alignment would swing into the portal by constructing a bridge over

the Seri Nala and this option was also not very favourable.

It was finally agreed that the South Portal should be repositioned to a reduced level 3055 m ASL, on

the left bank of the Seri Nala so that the initial temporary approach road constructed between Chainage

1+990 and Chainage 1+993 to facilitate access to the South Portal site appeared to be stable. So the

conclusion was drawn that this alignment would therefore be suitable for the permanent South Portal

approach road.

Approach Road Works.     Development of the general portal arrangement was firstly initiated by

considering options for the alignment of the approach road. It was considered important that, as far as

possible, the alignment should follow the current temporary approach road that has been built by

BRO. This road is believed to have been constructed such that it follows an original underlying track.

This was concluded based on two site visits to the South Portal. It was noted that BRO were in progress

of stabilising the approach road which appeared to follow a level footpath that had originally skirted

around the hillside at a level of 3060 m ASL. From the outset, it was determined that the main aim in

selecting a suitable approach alignment was to firstly provide a smooth curve to negotiate around the

hillside, which best balances any requirements for cutting into the ground profile by minimising the

need to build up a platform using fill material. The alignment would then need to follow a tighter

transition curve to ensure a suitable portal can be formed and that the driven tunnel alignment could

meet up with the initial straight length of the proposed tunnel alignment. All of this needed to be done

with due consideration to the prevailing geological conditions and highway speed restrictions.

Upon investigation, it became evident that large amounts of the landfill and extensive slope stabilisation

would be required to construct the road alignment as proposed originally by RITES Ltd in 2002.

Whereas the optimum solution would be to construct the road on a rock invert cut into the hillside

with minimum land fill requirements. Based on our aims, as discussed, another option was developed

an approach route that takes advantage of the near-complete access road and has adjusted the

alignment to essentially follow the imaginary 3060 m ASL contour.

Also, it was critically assessed the functional requirements of the necessary ventilation and control

centre building. The aim of the separate exercise was to identify the form, size and layout of the

structure that would need to be accommodated within the platform. The RITES Ltd proposed concept

drawings issued in 2002 shows two separate buildings. One to these houses the communication and

control rooms, whilst the other is shown to house the ventilation fans, air intake structure and other

necessary facilities. Both buildings appear to be drawn as unprotected standalone structures. It has

been rationalised by SMEC that both buildings could in fact be effectively combined and relocated.

The single structure could be placed immediately in front of the portal face. A protective roof structure

could then be constructed above to provide protection against avalanche snow loading.

The South Portal ventilation and services building has been arranged to allow for the ventilation plant
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room to be on the same level as the ventilation ductwork within the tunnel. Whilst on the ground

floor level the control centre, various equipment rooms and maintenance areas have been arranged

such that they located either side of the plant room. The proposed footprint for the platform structure

at the South Portal has been sized to accommodate this service and ventilation building.

The next task was to work out the avalanche structure.  Based on available information, it was envisaged

that the avalanche gallery to start at the portal, incorporate the ventilation structure, and then narrow

in width to protect the approach road to a distance beyond the outlined avalanche affected area.

North Portal.    Consideration was also given to the avoidance of major deposits of talus material

which lie at the base of the slopes in the immediate portal area. Finally, consideration was also given

to the manner in which the Chandra River, which flows immediately in front of the North Portal, will

be bridged.

A number of investigations were performed to work out the North Portal location. These studies

resulted in the identification of a zone that was deemed to be safe from frequent avalanches.

Consequently, GSI proposed a location at an elevation of 3080m ASL as being suitable for the North

Portal. Subsequently, in relation to the work of GSI, a further study of the topographic features within

the area was undertaken by RITES Ltd. As a result of this study, the portal location was repositioned

30m upstream from the original GSI position. In their report RITES Ltd indicated that this relocation

would reduce the volume of talus material that would need to be excavated to facilitate portal and

tunnel construction. In turn, this would reduce the risk of excessive water ingress into the excavated

tunnel from the nearby Nala. It was determined by RITES Ltd that their revised option would require

a cut into the side of the mountain by 50m to sufficiently remove the present talus material and so be

able to expose the underlying fresh rock surface.

Alignment of the portal building here also was the challenge.  The approach road from the tunnel was

already built from the temporary Bailey Bridge along the contour of the mountain.  This slope of the

mountain was in heavy avalanche-prone area.  The building was also supposed to be built along the

slope as there was hardly any space available to put the ventilation building.  The ventilation building

was supposed to accommodate the three big ventilation fans, Diesel generators, transformers, etc.

All these essential services contributed to the increase in the size of the building.   A lot of engineering

and extensive thoughts were made to fit the building in a way that the exit of the building also joins

the bridge and the smooth curvature for the approach road between building and bridge could also

be built.

A couple of options were worked out and the final option with the exit of the building in a straight

alignment with the sharp curve alignment to the approach bridge was executed.

The next challenge was to construct the building in a straight alignment.  In the straight alignment, the

building was supposed to be started from the level of the river, around 18 m below the ground floor

level of the building and hardly any rock was available to put up the huge building.

A lot of options and trials were conducted for the foundation of the building, with a micropile and raft

foundation.  Initially, it was agreed to put up the pile foundation and construct the columns of the
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building on top of the pile foundation. A couple of coring was carried out to work out the foundation

details with piles and sample were also collected to evaluate the geotechnical parameters of the

strata.  However, it was also not found as time-saving construction, as mobilization of piling machine

will be time-consuming. Finally, the foundation design was changed to a raft foundation for timely

construction of the building.

While carrying out the survey, there was no bench level available in the area and while fixing up the

portal locations, it is very much essential to make the traverse survey and close the loop of the survey

back to the bench level.  In order to make the tunnel with accuracy, accuracy in surveying is

undoubtedly required.  Bench level was brought to the project site from established bench mark and

was transferred to the South Portal site.  With this benchmark, surveying towards North Portal started.

Meanwhile, this traverse survey was ongoing and the final result was obtained. The tunnel from the

South and North Portal was  already excavated to some metres and in the traverse survey, the error

was calculated.  It was then decided to distribute the error in both the portals, which is usually done

in the engineering to fit in to the best solution.

Collections Of Data.      For any tunneling project, the following are the key data required to be

collected from the field for designing the tunnel:-

� Recce of the tunnel alignment strip for 500 m wide to see the outcrop of the rock, exposed

surface features like fault zone, streams, discharge in the Nala, weathering of the rocks, type of

rocks and the orientation of the rock slabs, the thickness of the rock slabs, etc.

� Contour of the area to figure out the alignment of road with the standards.

�  Approximate amount of slope cut required.

� Key factors contributing to the instability of the slope.

� The Geological investigation to be carried out to have the maximum amount of information.

� Core sample to plot the Geological model.

� Testing of core sample for determining the Cohesion, Friction, etc., to be used for designing

the rock support of the tunnel.

� Location of the portals to have the good quality of the rock.

� Complete information on the contours to plan the access road to the highway tunnel.

� Details of the avalanche structures required for the portal and approach road.

� Environmental impact on the project.

� Financial impact to the Nation and Society by the project.

� Total excavation required.

� Area for the site installations.
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Technical Constraints and Lessons.

The most challenging job of this tunnelling work was excavation through the Seri Nala Fault Zone

between Chainage 1+887 to Chainage 2+474 where the tunnel supporting system was required to

be redesigned due the shear zone with heavy ingress of water up to 140 litres/second carrying heavy

muck flow during face excavation. It took around four years to overcome the Seri Nala Heading-1

excavation by executing several additional methods of tunnel supports as well as targeted consolidation

grouting of the surrounding environment near the tunnel. Excavated material was represented by

fragments of river stones with soil and water in the described stretch. At the whole section of Seri Nalla

Fault Zone, several types of remedial actions were implemented. The measures were  dewatering

pipes installed single and multistage grouting using rockbolts or pipes of 76 mm, sequential excavation

with top heading division into small panels and immediate support using fibre shotcrete, wiremesh

and rockbolts, single/double pipe roofing, PU grouting, pilot tunnel and temporary invert of top heading.

In total 40000 metres length of pipe roof umbrellas were installed within the Seri Nala Fault Zone.

Use of Pile Roofing.  There were different types of remedial works along the Seri Nala Fault Zone

based on actual shape of the top heading primary lining. Backfilling of all pipe roof sawteeth was

done using additional lattice girders and wire meshes, shotcreted as a shell in the correct position.

Free space with varying thickness above the shell, was gradually filled by shotcrete. The start of Sawtooth

(first metres) was usually in an undercut and that part had to be removed. A similar approach was

used for large overcuts. Remedial works included  removal of temporary invert and excavation of

bottom part of top heading to unify its bottom level. In the most critical approximately 40 m long part

of Seri Nala Fault Zone, re-profiling works were done very carefully from both ends, divided into

limited locations. A very important part of the works was stabilizing of open excavation and limiting

water inflows by cement grouting through self-drilling anchors. The biggest water inflows were

channelized downwards. Generally, proper dewatering and drainage works were the most important

in this stretch.

Control of large Deformation.    The large deformation of primary lining at several sections of the

North Portal direction was a great concern. The tunnel at North Portal was with different geological

conditions having a much higher overburden. It caused the primary lining to be affected during

excavation by squeezing conditions with the development of cracking in shotcrete lining. Shotcrete

cracking in the primary lining had developed in the backside from tunnel face. Often the monitoring

profiles stabilized approximately 100 to 130 m behind the tunnel face. To minimize the deformation

and cracking on the primary lining additional bolting was used. If that was not useful, then  Slots with

the positive reaction of primary lining was used. A slot is actually a gap of width approximately 50

cm, which was created about 1 O’clock position. The slot consisted of only 1 layer of wire mesh and

a thin layer of shotcrete to enable rock mass to release stress throughout that gap and prevent rock/

shotcrete from falling down or significantly damage the primary lining. If that approach did not work

on the primary lining it was eliminated by using lining stress controllers (LSC), which finally worked

and ensured the shotcrete shell integrity.

Tackling large overburden presure.   Excavation from North Portal with high overburden up to

1.9 kms (including rock bursting and squeezing condition), causing large convergences over 20 cm
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and extensive cracks of the primary lining. Due to delayed release of rock mass stress, convergences

were decreasing very slowly till stabilization of profile usually more than 100 m behind the tunnel

face.

Contract Management. There were several challenges on the project which were contractual and

technical in nature that required effective and faster resolution to keep the morale of the various

stakeholders high given the peculiar condition of the Project as noted below:

� Excessive overturn of Contractor’s Senior Construction Managers in the initial stage. This

would prove to be a significant issue as Construction Managers kept leaving the project far too

frequently. This improved after the first Project Manager of the Contractor left the project and

continuity was maintained.

� Insufficiency of Contract Bid Documents – The only reference to NATM requirements

was a single statement. There were no provisions for Lattice girders and an Engineer was requested

to justify its need on the project.

� The twin ROWA Conveyor system from either portal was revised as a single system from

the South Portal. The implementation of the ROWA Conveyor system was complicated when

the Seri Nalla Fault Zone was encountered.

� Access to the remote North Portal remained difficult and made tunnel works harder.

� Once contract documents are prepared any adjustments as required by NATM projects

are not easily implementable. However, the Contractor was apprehensive of this and it was

difficult to motivate the Contractor to mobilize the required additional resources such as pipe

roofing attachment, pipes, high-pressure grouting equipment, microfine cement, PU and

chemical grouts, etc.

� TSP tests had been provided in the contract and were utilised for advance Probing. The

advance data provided in the MWD was very useful for advancing face excavation.

Higher Pressure grouting.    It was required to formulate the Tunnelling methodology for driving

through Seri Nalla Fault Zone. This apparently was followed, till overcoming this fault zone. High-

pressure grouting was initiated to control water ingress in excess of 140 litres per second at high rates

and under more than 30 bars (300 m head) of pressure.

Different approaches proposal was discarded and continue with the most effective method. This

included pipe roofing (single, double and triple, 76.1 mm, 89 mm and 114.6mm dia, pipes), pre-

installation of dewatering pipes; single and multistage grouting using self-drilling bolts or 76 mm Ø

pipes; excavation and stabilization in panels in the heading with immediate fibre shotcrete support

along with wire mesh and rock bolts. Pilot tunnel and PU grouting were tried with limited success.

The severity of Seri Nala was more than what was expected. This was due to lack of Geotechnical

investigation carried in the Seri Nala Shear Zone. Due to site constraints, it was impossible to carry out

the investigation as the area was inaccessible.
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Geomorphologic Concerns.    There were queries raised about the layout particularly after seeing the

tunnel profile in the vicinity of the Seri Nala Fault System. It was felt that the profile indicated two

separate mountain forms. A lower mountain encompassing the South Portal and a higher mountain

to the north including the higher overburden. The intermediate flatter part including Seri Nala appeared

to have been formed of deposited material sliding from the higher mountain or possibly the remnants

of a previous landslide dam and subsequently was referred to as RBM. When the tunnel progress

began to stall, Contractor’s Expert Geologist also independently explored the concerned area on the

publicly available Google Earth on the web and indicated that the particular area comprised of loose

material and not intact rock as noted on the bid drawings. Geologists from the Engineer’s Team had

visited the Seri Nala Fault twice and reported back that the rocks shaded blue and shown near the

bend in the tunnel alignment could not be seen on the ground.

Efficacy of ROWA Conveyor System.    At the time of bid submission, the Contractor had initially

proposed two ROWA units, one each for either portal. However, on mobilizing the equipment, the

Contractor decided to combine the two units into one and install a larger single unit at the South

Portal. This was done as the North Portal ROWA would have operated only for half the year at best.

Further ROWA needs some tunnel length to be pre-excavated for installing the rock bolts to hang the

system from the crown, and at best the North Portal ROWA would have come into service towards

the last quarter of the second year only.

ROWA system was used only up to the Seri Nala Fault Zone. Post encountering the Seri Nala Fault

Zone, the ROWA was rendered ineffective. All the technical and environmental advantages the system

afforded thus could not be realized to benefit the project.

South Portal Excavation.    Until the beginning of 2012, the progress at the South Portal was initially

good even though encountered rocks were notably worse than the predicted rock classes. However,

as early as mid December 2011, initial signs of the impending problems had started to appear. The

left wall of the heading in the vicinity of Chainage 1+800 caved in and it was quickly rehabilitated.

From this Chainage onwards pull-out tests on rock bolts started systematically failing as well. Then in

April 2012, the first material flow from the face and crown occurred. By this time the ROWA system

was becoming a liability. Due to the presence of the ROWA system along with the Contractor’s
desire to persist with the system to recover the investment, any change to either the alignment or

profile of the tunnel required going back several hundred metres back, as the changes in alignment

and profile for the ROWA has to be very milder than those required for highways. Tunneling conditions

began to deteriorate further in 2012 and this situation would continue for another four years till crossing

the Seri Nala Fault Zone.

Execution of Pipe Roofing and Grouting.     The Contractor opted to start installing a pipe roof for

safely advancing the tunnel. The pipe size started at 76.1mm dia, and then was first upsized to 89 mm

and finally to 114.6 mm as well as multiple layers.  The progress started to stagnate at about 10 m per

month only on an average for over four  years in the Seri Nala portion.
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Grouting crews were also brought in, to control groundwater flow and met with limited success as

both the head and incoming discharges were high. Throughout the delays, it was always observed

that the right side of the tunnel at the South Portal was in far better conditions than the left wall.

Use of Tunnel Seismic Prediction (TSP) Programme.    Several different methods to study the areas

ahead of the face undertaken following the material inflow at the South Portal met with varying degrees

of success but in overall of limited success. Since the Contract allowed for the TSP method, Amberg/

Encardio was mobilized for the tests.  A total of eight TSP tests were conducted on the project all prior

to 2015.

Shortcrete Failure and its Remedies

Unusual Behaviour of Excavated Tunnels, North Portal.  It was noticed at the North Portal that

shotcrete began developing cracks at the 2’O Clock position a few days after initial installation with

the face several metres ahead. There were several sections where the right wall appeared to be creeping

into the mountain while the rest of the tunnel was converging in. Initially, a gap was left in the shotcrete

profile to be filled up later once the convergence had stabilized in order to address the delayed

shotcrete cracking at the 2’O Clock position. This however defied the notion of ensuring a closed

shotcrete profile for total effectiveness in NATM tunnels.

Revised Rock Bolting and North Portal Collapse.   In addition to developing cracks in the shotcrete,

the convergence at 2’O Clock position was always the largest at times by a factor of 2 to 3 times. In

order to address this issue,  the regular pattern of very long rock bolts being installed that was neither

controlling the convergence nor stopping the development of cracks at the 2’O Clock position was

reviewed. Almost 20 percent of the bolts that were installed were in directions almost parallel to the

foliation plane rendering them useless. Following analysis and review, it was decided to start installing

4 to 6 m long rock bolts from the 11’O Clock to 2’O Clock arc at the crown and perpendicular to the

foliation plane in a direction towards the tunnel drive. When it was found to be effective in controlling

both convergence and cracks, installing the rock bolts following each blast close to the face as well,

was carried out. The Contractor was then directed to go back and install this pattern in the already

excavated areas. However, when the Contractor was some 30 to 40 m ahead and was scheduled to

install the rock bolts in a few days, a roof collapse occurred at Chainage 7+210. It was quickly

repaired. The important lessons are:-

� The exploration of the Geological & Geotechnical conditions should be done in detail to

avoid any problems during construction.

� Tunnelling is a complex process therefore the experience and availability of suitable

manpower of the successful bidder shall be clinically verified before awarding the contract.

� The Portal buildings should have been started much earlier.

� The pavement of the Tunnel should have cross cambers and drainage lines on both sides

if leakages are anticipated.
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� The works of slope protection/cuttings should have been taken right at the beginning of

the Project.

� This Project is successful because of the implementation of Contract Management as per

FIDIC Red Book 1999. In future contracts, FIDIC 2019- Emerald book is recommended to be

followed.

� The problems of cables laying through ducts can be eliminated by laying ducts in steel

mesh and providing ropes and end caps before encasing in concrete.

Technical Constraints and Lessons (E&M Works).    Work order for execution of E&M contract was

issued by BRO on  07 June 2018. The contractor mobilized his team on 16 June 2018. The status of

Lot-I works was about 80% completion at the time. However, the project was grappling with the Seri

Nala issue wherein a huge amount of time and effort was envisaged to overcome before the

commencement of the E&M activities. The Covid-19 Pandemic in the first quarter of 2020 created

another major challenge in the execution of the E&M installation.

Notwithstanding the unforeseen challenges, the project was impacted by various interfacing issues

which had its bearing on the seamless integration of E&M Works with the Civil Works. Some of the

issues faced during the execution stage are enumerated below:-

� Scope clarity between contractors.    Tasks and sub-tasks of each activity related to the

Project must be distributed amongst parties and clearly defined to each contractor. Some of the

activities were inadvertently missed out in both Contractor’s scope. For example, the Fire Hydrant

Pipe shaft from EN’s to Egress Tunnel was shown in E&M drawings and defined as under Civil

Works scope whereas it was not incorporated in the Civil Drawings.

� Synchronization of Works Schedule With Other Contractors.     Tasks carried out by a

contractor may depend upon the progress of another task executed by another contractor.

Such dependencies must be defined in advance and converted to milestone activities which

must be communicated and monitored amongst contractors regularly. In view of a tight schedule

for completion, close monitoring became a pre-requisite for timely execution.

� Interfacing between Contractors.     In case of multiple contractors working in the project

even with distinctly segregated scopes such as Civil/E&M, interfacing between designers,

contractors and (independent) engineers of each scope must be carried out regularly for speedy

dicision making and defining clear cut responsibilities.

� Feasible Work Schedule with Respect to Site Conditions.    Work schedule is the central

part of project execution as it conveys the execution plan with timelines, dependencies, sub-

task details, resources, etc., to all stakeholders. Therefore, having a work schedule neatly

expressing sufficient details is key to successful execution. Work schedule must also be in

compliance with site requirements such as work front readiness, material & resource availability

and should consider sufficient contingencies for unforeseeable events.
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� Changing Requirements based on Site Conditions and Unforeseen Problems.    During

the execution phase of the Project, due to changing requirements, external factors, time/resource

limitations, or unforeseeable events; requirements and key parameters may be changed which

may prompt changes in the design and execution of works. For example, during the execution

phase, a request from Himachal Pradesh State Electricity Board to facilitate 33 kv connectivity

between the South Portal & the North Portal through the tunnel led to redesign of the MV

System completely and procurement of additional material such as 33 kV Cable, additional 33

kV GIS Panels, etc.

� Environmental and Geographical Conditions.     Incessant rains/ snow was a natural

factor which impacted the logistic and execution of E&M works in ATAL Tunnel Project.

Especially in climatically and geographically challenging project sites such as this, weather

conditions and logistics must be taken into account deliberately and carefully to come to a

realistic completion schedule.

� Resource/Material Availability.   Timely approval of Design Reports, Drawings and

Materials are key to ensuring timely completion of the Project. The need for a time-bound

approval within the ambit of the Project timelines is critical as delay in each stage results in a

delay of the Project. For example, delays in Design & Material Approval of Earthing System and

Egress Tunnel Ventilation System 24 months’ into the Project had a direct impact on Project

Completion.

Proper execution and timely completion of a project require good planning and professional conduct

by all stakeholders. However, regardless of the planning and best professional intentions, circumstances

may hamper efforts in unforeseeable ways.  Nevertheles,s a committed, professional and experienced

project management effort can mitigate the effects of any adverse event such as delays in early

milestones and stages and even a pandemic. It has been observed that initial and mid-stages of E&M

works have suffered from delays in approvals and readiness of some work-fronts. However, with firm

and resolute Project Management response led by the Border Roads Organization resonated to

Designers, Contractors, Independent Engineers and even Manufacturers and sub-contractors which

helped realize the inauguration target of September 2020 against all odds.

Weather and Terrain Constraints.

Building up the project and especially the tunnelling project in the Himalayas has undoubtedly

witnessed the terrain challenges. Highway tunnels in the Himalayas are built where the issue of access

due to tough terrain is obstructed in terms of gradient, climatic disturbances, long-distance cuts to

short and excessive slope cuts to make the highway as per the standards.

Atal Tunnel was envisaged for overcoming the difficulty of six months closure of the road due to

heavy snow on the Rohtang Pass and climbing up for almost 1000 metres and then coming down for

1000 metres for reaching to a place called Sisu village in Lahaul & Spiti.  Such a gradient was supposed

to be navigated in a road length of 70 Km’s and travel time from 3 hrs in ideal conditions to 12 hrs

typically in the peak seasons.
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Difficult terrain with steep slopes of the mountain makes accessibility of the area very difficult and this

becomes time-consuming for the designers to bring the real information to the table to work out the

design.  Due to inaccessibility of surface geological features, the number of investigations required

gets the boundary ceiling on inaccessibility.  The parameters required for designing the rock support

is to be done on lots of assumptions which needs be calibrated during construction, making of  tender

documents and time and cost of the projects. Lot of assumptions are taken for these acitivies.

The best way to deal with such a situation is to allow good time and cost for investigations, adopt the

highly modern technologies, airlifting of investigations equipment’s and more than the above,  breaking

the boundaries which restrict the investigations by putting additional resources and money.  Low cost

and less time allowed in the investigations will lead to higher costs and time over during construction.

The Atal Tunnel Rohtang is part of wider project to provide an all-weather road connection between

Manali and Leh. This tunnel bypasses the Rohtang Pass and is located in an area having extreme

weather conditions. The minimum temperature is assumed to be about about -30OC (January and

February) and a maximum about 23OC (July). Subzero temperatures may occur in any month between

September and June. The Project area is exposed to difficult and severe weather conditions, particularly

during the winter season and during monsoon seasons. The inclement weather disrupted the access

to North Portal via Rohtang Pass for more than six months.

Therefore while undertaking such projects, detailed survey, data gathering, mobalisation of required

equipment for working seassion, adequate winter stocking of required stores for construction, high

standards of administrative support system for men working on ground including medical support

system to be planned well in advance.

Administrative Constraints and Lessons

HQ CE (P) Rohtang Tunnel is presently located at Solang Valley, in the High Altitude Area in

snowbound area in Pir Panjal Range of the Himalayas. The location receives snowfall varying between

5 to 10 feet.  Due to inclement weather conditions and located at an altitude of 8250 feet, this area

has been declared HAA.

Due to the HAA policy, tenure of Officers/Subordinates posted to this HQ is two years only.   Due to

short tenure, proper planning for work inspection/supervision, planning of training of newcomers

according to work requirement are big challenges. Few Officers were also proposed by this HQ for

tunnelling training.  Accordingly officers visited Austria for tunnelling training.  Many personnel who

came on posting to this HQ have to be medically categorised due to severe climate and had to be

posted out without completion of tenure.  In such a situation those who were on essential duties have

to face a lot of administrative challenges.  Those personnel who stand posted out to another Project

after obtaining their willingness had to be retained beyond their prescribed tenure due to nonarrival

of their counterparts from other Projects.  To retain personnel beyond prescribed tenure creates health

problems. Such situation poses great challenge but the same was overcome and progress of work was

maintaned.  Therefore, number of personnel trained on tunneling had to be posted repeatedly to

Rohtang Project to offset the problem of manpower with more number of officers and subordinate
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staff needed to be trained on Tunnel engineering to have a pool of qualified personnel.

In the North Portal, works can be done only in six months.  During the winter season heavy snowfall

and avalanches, the North Portal detachment remained closed. In such a situation, many challenges

involving the transportation of equipment, material and manpower becomes difficult.  During the

working season for six months, rotation of staff, management of warm clothing, shifting of labour and

providing necessary amenities remained a major administrative challenges which was later ensured

by having an adequate stocking of store materials and spares. Also desired winter clothing and rations

were made available to the troops.

Due to high altitude area, difficult site conditions a central Medical room with requisite medical facilities

are must to cater for  any unforeseen accidents as the nearby hospital was around 25 km. Many a

times MI room has been a boon in providing the first aid facilities to the patient and thereby saving

precious lifes.

Also, during times of COVID-19 pandemic, the medical authorities at site had been very proactive

and took every necessary step to stop the spread of disease at the site. The staff used to periodically

take lectures, educate the staff regarding various precautions to be taken which were very effective in

controlling the spread of the pandemic.

Performance of Equipment At High Altitude.     Even vehicles transporting personnel started to choke

during cold weather at high altitudes and required winter diesel which is a mix of diesel with aviation

fuel.  High altitude also led to high carbon monoxide emissions, choking and soot build up on exhausts

of all the tunnel equipment leading to less than optimal performance. Further trucks had to be used

for mucking instead of the ROWA conveyers. The air quality in the tunnel and at the heading face

also started to become very poor due to partial combustion of fuel.

Force Majeure.  The Atal Tunnel Project witnessed the unprecedented event of the COVID-19

pandemic which had a worldwide effect. It saw a temporary cessation of works followed by painstaking

built-up to complete the project within the desired deadlines. Series of actions were undertaken by

the Project to kick-start construction activities, reviving manufacturing and logistics of every

manufacturer involved including foreign firms, strict isolation & quarantine measures, and effective

coordination with all concerned government departments/agencies to comply with pre-Covid

deadlines. To overcome the COVID-19 problems, coordination with various states authorities and

agencies was carried out to facilitate the move of man, material and machinery. With the approval of

MHA, special trains were run from Bihar and Jharkhand to get the requisite manpower for the Project.
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CONCLUSION

“No matter what you are going through, there is light at the end of the tunnel

and it may seem hard to get to it but you can do it and just keep working

towards it and you’ll find the positive side of things.”
Demi Lovato

The young Himalayan Mountains with their complex geology and geotechnical conditions always

hold surprises during tunnel construction. Careful and detailed geological investigations are required

before and during the execution of the project and requires the involvement of all i.e. Project,

Contractors, Engineers, Designers and Clients. Combined efforts throughout different project stages

(Feasibility study, Design, Execution and Implementation) will provide necessary flexibility in

construction process that allows the instant and immediate reaction to changing geological and

geotechnical conditions.

Construction of Atal Tunnel, Rohtang started on 29 August 2010 by the first blast which was

undertaken from South Portal side whereas from North Portal side the first blast took place on

04 October 2010. The construction of the Tunnel which was being undertaken by the Drill & Blast

technique using the NATM principle started off well. The maximum progress which was achieved

from the South Portal side was about 207.35 m in the month of September 2011 soon after the

culmination of the learning curve. This was very commendable monthly progress recorded in any

Tunnel construction in the World using Drill & Blast technique. Also, the highest monthly progress of

186.59 m was recorded from the North Portal side in the month of June 2011.

Soon after the encountering of Seri Nala on 13 December 2011 from the Southern side, the progress

on construction of Atal Tunnel was severely hampered. Finally, the DRESS (Drainage Reinforced

Excavation and Support Solutions) method of Tunnelling was adopted in which segmental excavation

under double-layered canopy tubes (fully grouted) was done which helped in successful excavation

through this 587 m fault zone and Seri Nala was successfully crossed on 03 January 2016.

Despite geological constraints and weather & terrain vagaries, breakthrough of the Tunnel was

achieved on 15 October 2017 after experiencing the most tumultuous geology foreseen in the history

of tunnelling in the world, tackling which is an unparalleled achievement.

There has been numerous challenges in the construction of the Atal Tunnel, Rohtang but nobody

could deter the untiring spirit of BRO men and all agencies involved in the construction of Atal

Tunnel, Rohtang.  Finally, on 03 October 2020, the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India, Shri Narendera

Modi dedicated Atal Tunnel to the Nation which now stands as an unparalleled “Marvellous feat of

Engineering.”
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